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the
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Plaisted. 2b
feature of disaster relief. This work
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.
strong drawing cards up his sleeve. were all from his
4 1 2 2 0 0 0 must be done before the catastrophe
.
. ..
of first magnitude character,
I John Good. 1 hr. 49 min. 29 sec.
The R.K.O. vaudeville act will be a masters would permit no boy to go vate Lawry, 2314. This goes for the
0
5 1 0 0 2 1
Lord. 3b
The score:
comes, because time of emergency
Martha Borland. 1 hr. 52 min. 11 sec. thriller and will be augmented with up ln the air without specific permis duration of the Camp. The winner
4 0 2 3 3 0 0 finds people of a community panicky
All methods of per
Weed, c
Thomaston
William Lee. 1 hr. 53 min. 17 sec.
numerous entertaining features.
sion from home. When Smith pro will be given a medal on the last
manent waving. Only
5 0 0 0 2 6 0 and excited, working entirely at cross
ab r bh tb po a
(William Boardman. 1 hr. 53 min. 26 A larger and better mid-way. huge posed the trip a few days ago. the night in Camp. The winners in 1935
the best in workman
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3
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i sec.
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0
j Nancy Krementz. 1 hr. 55 min. 53 sec. wheel and all that goes to make a home. The permission was 100 per Kenneth Keyes.
4 0 2 2 1 0 0
Pelt,
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David Day. 1 hr. 56 min. 57 sec.
successful carnival will be found and cent—22 boys are there from the Sec Another near tragedy occurred
4 0 2 2 0 2 0
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Libby, If........... 4 0
Henry Chatfield, lh., 57 min. 01 sec. a grand display of fireworks will ond District.
Wednesday when Serg. Albert RisWHERE BEANO IS BANNED
Simmons,
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4
0
John Gribbel. lhr. 57 min. 02 sec.
wind up the four day affair.
The Congressman and Mrs. Smith teen, stepping from the radio truck Moody, rf.......... 3 0
39 3 13 15 27 15 I
first class work. Poillon Bros.. 1 hr. 57 min. 23 sec. The proceeds are used for unique
braved the heat of Washington’s and carrying two telephones, slipped
Following a ruling by Municipal
Rockland ......... 00050000 3—8
All prices. Mac Neille Bros.. 1 hr. 53 min. 50 sec.
purposes: To increase the High first bad day of the summer and went and struck his eye on the handle of Robinson, rf .... 0 0
Camden ........... 000021000—3 Judge Harry C. Libby that beano
0
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP Fred Chatfield. 1 hr. 59 min. 30 sec. School Alumni Educational Fund, down to the airport where literally the truck door. The blow just Bucklin, c........ 3
Two-base hits, Thomas, Weed. games were “illegal.’’ Chief of Po
0 14
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 11S3-W Douglas Gribbel. 1 hr. 59 min. 59 sec. which aids worthy graduates to ob hundreds of Scouts were crowded, missed his right eyeball, giving him Woodcock, lb .... 4 1
Three-base Tilt, Stahl. Base on balls, lice Ralph Brooks announced Thurs
53-tf A P Sailer, 2 hrs. 00 min. 48 sec.
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p
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3
1
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0
tain a higher education, and to de each hoping for a lucky break that a shiner. The breaks should be with
off Stahl 1. off Bennett 1. Struck out, day that they would not be allowed
11
fray the expenses of the Senior Class would give him a chance to ride, but us from now on it seems.
by Stahl 2, by Bennett 3. Sacrifice Ir. Portland.
32
4
4
5
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1
on an Educational trip to Washlng- the seats were booked up way in
Battery F has fired its placement
hit, Daily. Double plays, Karl, Heald
Camden
ton, D. C.
advance. Tl^g Maine boys got on shots and is now ready for service
and Flanagan; Wheeler, Plaisted and
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r
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po
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Wednesday was Adjutant
because Smith made reservations! shots.
Wadsworth; Lord, Plaisted and Wads
Plaisted,
2b
......
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“SHEP" IS NAMED
Generals
’
Day
and
gave
the
best
recdays ago.
worth. Umpires, Fowler and Rich
If I had my life to live again I would
There was one tragic moment when ord we have had as yet. The 240th Lord, ss, 3b ....... 4
have made a rule to read some poetry
ardson.
Scorer, Winslow.
and listen to some music at least once
As Supervisor Of State Bureau Of three boys found they had left at j Band is In finer fettle than ever and Daily, cf............ 4
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
Identification—Good Man For Job
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
camp the telegram of permission J a fine program is being arranged for O.Wadsw’th,3b,lb 4
Weed, c............. 3
F
from home. Smith hustled them Into' Sunday, which is Visitors' Day.
Appointment of Lieut. Leon P. a cab to go back to camp and get the “Al. Capone.” formerly of E and Leonard. If ...... 4
PETRA
Shepard of the Maine State Police by
Rose-red there lies, and vivid In the sun,
telegram and assigned them to the F, was a visitor Tuesday, as was Richards, rf ..... 4
Com. Staples Gets Appoint A magic city, hid In Araby;
Chief Wilbur H. Towle as supervisor last trip so they just got back in time | “Chet" Littlefield. Staff Serg. Libby Maynard, lb .... 2
0 11
Of her no ancient legend has been spun.
of a State Bureau of Identification
Wheeler,
ss
......
2
0
1
ment As Aide de Camp To And all her past the ailent years have
to go up.
has been sent to the hospital for an
won
within the Police Department was ap
1 0
x-ray on his injured ankle. Guy E. Wadsworth, p 3
To the deep coffers of antiquity.
Governor
proved Thursday by Gov. Barrows and
"Hook-worm" Brown can sleep with
A NEW SYSTEM
About her brooding stillnesses there
the Executive Council.
34 0 7 7 27 15 2
blow
his eyes open, in fact Serg. Knights
Hector O. Staples, the newly elect
carpet
windflowers, as
The law creating the Identification
Thomaston.
20000000 2—4 ed department commander of the The scarlet
Physical Examination and Driving says he even walks In his sleep.
flung
bureau was enacted by the 88th Legis
Upon the stones And oleanders grow
Two-base hit, Condon. Base on
“Clean up" Hunt Is at his old game
Tests For Operator’s License Ap
American Legion yesterday an- Where. In the night, the mourning Jaclature and becomes effective July 24.
plicants.
and takes them all on in bridge. balls, off Condon 1, off E. Wadsworth
ala go
The law provided that the State
nounced
these appointments:
A-prowl through temples of a god un
Serg. Staples has a rather hard time 4. Struck out, by Condon 4, by E.
sung.
Police Chief should appoint as super
Herbert Folsom of Augusta DeA system similar to that of Massa to wake up in the morning. “Foddie" Wadsworth 4. Hit by pitcher, Buck
visor, with the approval of the Gov chusetts requiring new applicants
she stands, and centuries have
Grafton has a complete bed even to lin. Double play. Woodcock and partment chairman of aviation; Nor And so
kept
ernor and Council, « member of the fcr motor vehicle licenses to pass a | his Beacon blanket and sheets. Guy Glover. Umpires. Fowler and Feyler. man H. McDonald of Augusta, De Her olden
secret, tragic or sublime;
force, “who is a qualified fingerprint physical examination and driving says “Foddie" has his knitting with Scorer. Winslow.
partment chairman of education of Without her gates, what tides of men
have
swept.
expert." Lieut. Shepard has been en test was being planned today for him.
• • • •
World War orphans; Henry C. Her Within her portals, race of kings have
gaged in fingerprint work for sev Maine. It will become effective July( Battery G’s pet skunk has been
slept!
Rockland 8, Camden 3
sey of Portland, Department chair This "rose-red city, half as old as Time.”
eral years.
The (Rockland franchise, now held man of disaster relief and safety.
2*lost. A small reward Is offered for
no poet’s voice to chant her
When the law becomes effective,
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Commander Staples has been ap Was there
A study has been made of the Mas-' his return by Serg. Higgins. Bat- by the Pirates, broke into the per
pride.
police, sheriff and wardens and keep sachusetts system and Secretary of \ tery F has a beautiful tiger cat with centage column Thursday night when pointed aide de camp on the staff To clarion her magic down the years?
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
ers of jails will have authority to State Frederick Robie of Maine said ( a good appetite. Guy Robbins, with that team took lasti year's champions of Gov. Lewis O. Barrows to succeed No warrior famed, to set her valorous
stride?
take the fingerprints or photographs he believed the plan similar to that i 39 points, leads in the Second BatCol. William E. Southard of Augusta No splendid lovers who for love’s sake
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
died.
of “any person in custody charged of Massachusetts would work out ln
Camp The Second Battalion parad whose term has expired.
Olftlng to song their passion and their
talion efficiency contest.
tears?
with the commission of crime, or who Maine.
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
The latest reports on Serg. Libby's ed, getting the breaks for two days.
they have reason to believe is a fugi
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
The boxer returned to his dress- Was there no storied woman’s golden
Everything Is in readiness for fir
Under the proposed system, Robie Injury defines it as a bad sprain.
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
face
tive from Justice, a suspicious person said, examination would be conduct
Tomorrow Is Visitors Sunday and ing the big guns. The cooks have ar ingroom in a state of collapse, for he To glimmer down unnumbered years to
73Th-Stf
or a habitual criminal." <
come?
ed once a month. A physical exami the boys are anticipating doing the ranged a fine dinner for visitors Sun had had a terrific beating ln the
No prophet's vision to foretell her place,
day. Inoculations are next in order ring. He opened his eyes when hts Mysterious city of forgotten race?
nation will precede the driving test honors to many friends.
Only her beauty speaks, and It Is dumb.
• • • *
and in the case of serious physical
and we fear the boys are in for a trainer approached.
CEDAR LODGE
AIRWAYS. INC.
hot
time.
defects,
he
said
“
we
plan
to
have
the
j
Fort
Williams,
July
8
“
Hard
lines,
Jack,"
said
the
trainer
And so she stands, while Time holds
To North Haven and Vinalhaven
AFTERNOON TEA
Jealously
Standard Time
applicant examined by a physician at Serg. Fred C. Libby has returned to
The baseball uniforms have ar as he gazed down at the battered ob Her golden
secret, tragic or sublime;
CHEDULED
ROCK
GARDEN
PLANTS
Leaves Rockland
Her
sorrows.
Joys, her strength, her
service, using a cane but refusing to rived and are the last word in neat ject. “But I’ve good news for you.”
the expense of the State.”
CUT FLOWERS
8.00 and 10.30 A. M.; 12.30 and 3.30 P. M.
EAPLANE
frailty
He
estimated
that
10,000
new
apget
on
the
retired
list.
Thursday
was
DAMARISCOTTA
ness.
Plenty
of
action
Is
scheduled
“
Well,
what
’
s
the
good
news?
”
Are ln the coffers of antiquity.
Charter trips to all points
ERVICE
Telephone 27
Seaplane Base Next To Public Landing.
plicants would seek operators 11- j the hottest day that Serg. Guy Rob- for next week.
"I've been lucky enough to fix a This "rose-red city, half as old as Time.”
TELEPHONE 338
Mona Mackay, (Christchurch, New
63-tf
f
71-82 censes each year.
bins ever experienced in 11 years of
Charles M. Lawry
return match."_Montreal Star.
Zealand).

ROCKPORT READY “THE CHEST CROWD”

THE DIVORCE LAW

i

SMITH ON THE JOB

I CLIFF SMITH WON

i

SUNDAY EXCURSION JULY 11

NAMES CHAIRMEN

s
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FERNALD’S LETTER

AMATEUR BOXING

TEN HEALTH HINTS

Bitter Opponent of Sales Tax
Tells Where He Finds
Himself

Bangor News Will Hold a
Tournament In Rockland
August 5

Which Should Be Strictly
Observed During the Hot
Spell
1

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

My soil, forget not my law; but
let thine heart keep my command
ments.—Prov. 3:1.

YOU AND YOUR CAR

All boys planning on entering the
Winterport. July 9.
The present widespread heat wave
Bangor Daily News amateur boxing
Points of Personal Interest To Every Motorist
Hon. Clyde H. Smith:—
has led Or. Robert A. Eraser. Chief
tournament in Rockland. Aug. 5. are
■I noted your public statements on
By a National Motoring Authority
Medical iDirector of the |New York
urged to do so as soon as possible.
Audobon Nature Camp At the sales tax.
Copyrighted
The Rockland tournament is for
Life Insurance Company, to issue a
Muscongus Bay Registers I am glad to find myself in this boys living in Knox County. Every
health warning, cautioning everyone
Frederick
C.
Russell
fight working shoulder to shoulder
boy must box in the tournament held
111 Varieties
to
take simple safeguards that their
with:
People who buy cars on a shoe-; as a compression brake on the way
in the County where he lives. This
1. labor.
health
may not be impaired by the
tring too often find themselves tied downDamariscotta, July 6—The camp
rule will be enforced.
2. The Grange.
extreme
temperatures.
The Rockland tournament opens ir knots.
Handy Way to Start
ers at the first session of the Audu
3. The Merchants and Storekeep
Dr.
Fraser
offers ten Health Hints
the
series.
It
is
scheduled
for
Thurs

A smart precaution to take when
bon Nature Camp, in Muscongus ers of Maine.
Shuts Off Two Wavs
for
Hot
Weather
that are easily fol
day night, Aug 5. A total of 32 conever leaving the car out in the open
4. The business men of Mlaine.
Bay. this season were thrilled to ob
testants will be accepted for this and , In the newer installations there i on a trip to the country is to park it lowed by young and old. They are:
5. The Chambers of Commerce in
serve in their tw’o weeks’ stay 111
Take it easy—don’t rush around.
all other County tournaments and are two shut-off cocks for the hot- where it can coast for a start.This
Maine.
kinds of birds.
Wear a hat out in the sun.
the
“
first
come
first
served
policy
water-heater.
If
your
car
does
nQt
wil!
make
it
Independent
of
the
bat6. The thinking Democrats and
Wear cool, loose fitting clothes.
will prevail.
“These enrollees of the first ses
tery and starter-motor, a point to
Republicans of Maine.
Get plenty of rest and sleep.
The News Athletic Association now have but one way to shut off the be considered if the battery isn't up
sion of our second season," said Carl
7. The intellectually honest edu
Eat moderately of easily digested
working overtime to handle the many water to the heater core, better have to par and if the morning happens
W. Buchhelster. the camp director, cators of Maine.
details of staging the tournaments in another valve lnstalled
««.
foods.
to
be
unseasonably
cold.
Of
course,
|
8. The average citizen of Maine. Rockland and Belfast, is anxious to nct only to prevent circulation of
“were tremendously pleased that in
Drink plenty of cool (not ice cold)
The citadel of education ln Maine have the amateur boxers enter as *at" thrcu«h the haat*r ln hot block the wheels so the car can’t liquids.
recording 111 species of birds in this
run
away,
should
the
hand
brake
Exercise moderately.
area in 14 days they had exceeded must not be builded upon the shift soon as possible There is nothing ' *'eather but als0 t0 prev?nt eonduc- release itself accidentally. In crank
ing sands of a sales tax, nor should difficult or in the least complicated ivi of beat back throu*h the
Take frequent tepid (not cold)
the record of the first session of the
ing
by
coasting,
place
the
gears
in
we provide for the old and needy in about entering. All that is neces- r' e re urn p
second, release the clutch and brake, baths.
1936 season by 20. Seventy-one the twilight of life through a tax on
Do not stay in direct sunshine for
sary is to send name, weight and
Many
Angles
To
This
and switch on the ignition. Allow
species of birds were seen in one themselves, or a tax on someone
long periods.
address to the Bangor News office
the
car
to
gain
as
much
momentum
The very interesting question as,
day, which is very good tor our re poorer or more in need. Maine must on Exchange street in Bangor and
Avoid large meetings in poorly ven
the
gion; on this day's lists were 16 dif not penalize its youth by a sales tax. ask for an entry blank. Tlie blank to whether it harms an engine to as f P°sslble before engaging
tilated auditoriums.
We must give them an equal oppor will be promptly delivered by mail. feed it a conglomeration of brands clutch
ferent kinds of warblers.
“If all of us would observe these
Adjustment Not Enough
“last year we were unable to lo tunity with the youth of New Eng The boy then carefully fills out the of fuel has been raised by a reader
rules." Dr. Fraser said, “our general
cate nests of Golden-crowned King land. The economic sins of the sales blank and returns it to The News who adds that he is now troubled by
If you haven’t had them tested physical condition would be vastly
lets. but this year we have found two. tax would retard the economic pros office. He is then ready to start having the car buck and jerk at lately better subject the headlights i improved and we would be able to
The nest is a beautiful little round perity of the Maine of tomorrow. The training for the big event in which times. He has been told that this to an output meter, one of the new ’ withstand hot weather with much
ball of mosses and lichens suspend Job of the present legislature is to he will box with all other boys of ccndition ls a direct result of failure pieces of testing paraphernalia that less difficulty."
ed right in the drooping spruce twigs. build a sound and workable system of his pounds in his respective county. tc stick to one brand of fuel.
should go a long way toward improvin commenting on his ten Health
Although their nest is tiny, nine old age assistance for Maine, and proI question whether his plan of jng the night-time outlook for mo Hints for Hot Weather. Dr Fraser
On the weekend. representatives
young were found in the first. The vide an adequate educational pro- of
News will take a trlp through mixing them up has caused the en- torists. Bulbs often are lacking
_ feels that children are more apt to
second is just being built.
I gram for all through safe, sound and |
Waldo and
counties for gme's misbehavior. As a matter of jn volume and intensity, in spite of; forget rules five and six. which are
“Yesterday," said Mr. Buchheister sensible economy
in government the purpose of placing entry blanks ac 1
a a e
c en< e on one the fact that the headlampsthem-: extremely important for them, while
"when the campers in turn held in The zero hour isMonday, Aug. 16 . jn convenient places. Boys planning :
5^ 1 an s excus vey it would selves are correctly adjusted. Fail-1 adults are verylikely to ignore rules
their hands young Parula Warblers, 1937.
en;er the tournaments can pro- *a,'e
°r a a case 0 st ^kj ure to obtain normal efficiency from One, two and frequently six
the parent birds continually landed
Two hundred and sixty years ago. in CUre these blanks by calling at those 'aIVe.S b> thls tlme'On another the lights may also be due to cloudy
"Children, because they really don't
fearlessly on their hands to feed the Vermont. Aug. 16. 1777. the battle oi piaces the names of which will be brand tbe .e"gln.e °? th? partlcular or rusty reflectors.
know any better, are very prone to
young This was a great treat to Bennington was fought and won by published in the News. They must S?r *0U
a\e e\e ope vapor loc
Measure The Space
overeat, and to gulp large quantities
one and all.
patriotic Americans. They were fight- be carefully filled out. signed by par"have the'carburetor adjusted’ There are s0 many reasons why u of ice cold 'pop' and water," Dr. Fraser
“We have had unusual sights of ing for a principle and they won a ents or guardian and returned to The
Qne
ti(?ular brand J fue, pays to go slowly when looking for a remarked. "They should be careBald Eagles this year,” he said. “One great victory.
News office by mail as quickly as
th* blen^ng idea probably gave parking space it seems like repeticontrolled along these lines.
was seen circling about with a wrig
Aug 16. 1937. will be the date of
Of possible.
,
.
tion for me In
mentinn
It
aagain.
fro in Thi
to
mention
it
This
;
Children
either observe the balance
gling milk snake in its talons. An another smashing victory ,for prin- | After all entries are in and the ihim
.. , a good average fuel for his par matter a new touch by suggesting of the Health Hints without knowing
other chased an Osprey back and ciple in Maine- -the American plan of list closed, all boys will be careful- ] ticular purposes.
There is a certain amount of er- time, however, I want to give the' that they Me doing so or, because of
forth across the Bay before the en taxation—taxation according to abili- ly examined by a physician before
the value in “measuring'’ the space | their youth and vitality, they can aftire camp. There was great excite ty to pay, then that economic plague, competing. Only those found physi tor in sticking to one brand, if you
with your car as you are considering ford to ignore them. For instance, a
ment when we visited a Raven's nest the sales'tax, that monster menace to cally sound will be permitted to box. have not tried the others and given
its availability. When you stop your! child may rush around all day long
on a cliff and found two young on the man in the street, that modern Each contestant will have to furnish them the benefit of a corresponding car abreast of the space it is sur-1 without a hat. frequently out ln the
the ledge, with the adults circling method of tax dodging by entrenched only his boxing shoes, trunks and carburetor adjustment. Even if you
prising how often the latter turns out: sun. and show no ill effects. On the
overhead."
political greed will be once and for all protector. Everything else. Including find a brand that gives you best to be quite adequate. Not a few1 other hand, they instinctively prefer
The Audubon Nature Camp, main smashed by the people of Maine, hand bandage, tape, gloves and com- t mileage you do not know If this is
the best to be expected unless you times when I have tried this the a minimum of clothing and will sleep
tained by the National Association of speaking in their might and right and
petent seconds are furnished by the
drivers of the cars ahead or behind readily, if they are tired.
Audubon Societies, of New York City, forever relegating to oblivion the N..,
I|
>« «» ~
was inaugurated in 1936 as a train sales tax.
Roy L. Fernald,
The safety ring protects the boxers
more
room
to
manoeuvre.
i ing out without a hat. They should
Then, finally, you have the problem
ing camp for adult leaders, where,
State Senator, Waldo County. and a competent referee will handle
Yours For The Asking
ako drlnk sparingly or ‘lee cold
of
the
relative
gum
content
in
dif

under the guidance of enthusiastic
all bouts. The bouts are all of three,
Q. It has been definitely proven lk,uidi and' VCTy impartant
“
ferent fuels, the anti-knock rating,
young naturalists, and ln a fascinat
two minute rounds with a onethat
an
accident
which
I
had
with
that
they
get
plenty
of
sleep
and
rest
PORT
CLYDE
the
rating
for
volatility
and
any
ing environment, nature in all its
minute rest period between
people should re’
| other special features which they my car last year is the cause of aIIn addition'
phases may be daily observed ln the
At the Baptist chapel Sunday at The champions in the eight classes
little difficulty in steering and a lot,frain from spending great quantij may possess.
field; where stress is put upon 9.15. 'Our Ever Present God" will be
will all be taken to Bangor for tlie |
Boiled down to the strictly practi of wear on the front tires There is :ties of energy in needless haste On
methods of developing in others, and the subject of J. Wesley Stuart. finals the winners of which will be
eas}'
cal there is less risk in using difler- a shop in town which looks to be]bot days take
especially in children, an apprecia
Sunday School at 10 At 7 o'clock given fine prizes and State cham
ent brands than to stick to one par- equipped for straightening the axle,
Two Common Ailments
tion of nature and recognition of the
the pastor will speak on the theme. pionships.
i ticular brand without determining but I am skeptical of the idea of Sunstroke and Heatstroke, Dr. Fra
need of wild-life conservation. Re
’Sin Will Find You Out." Prayer
Every penny taken in at these
whether or not it really is the most trying to do this without first heating ser points out, are two hot weather
maining two-week sessions of the
meeting night will be Thursday. tournaments will be for The News
suitable fuel for the particular en- the axle. What Is the right pro ailments that are quite common,
camp this season will begin on July
Children are invited to attend the Santa Claus Fund which is used to |
cedure?—G. T.
9, July 23. Aug. 6 and Aug. 20.
though very different in their sympDaily Vacation Bible School and may buy toys and other gifts for the i8me'
A. An I-beam axle should be , toms and in the way they affect the
children
of
needy
families
at
Christ|
invite their parents to attend a
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
straightened cold. It would be weak-, stricken individual. Both Sunstroke
sesison next Friday at 7.30 to witness mas time.
Most motorists are more alarmed cned by heating.
and Heatstroke can be avoided by
the progress they have made.
when an engines refuses to start at
Q. In removing the battery from following the Health Hints for Hot
j al'i when it is merely balky, but that my car I noticed that the positive Weather.
A. B. Crocker
___
i definite refusal is welcome news to pole was grounded. Was this a mis Sunstroke can be avoided by keep-,
MARTINSVILLE
Horses
Are
Subject
To
Encemechanics. Looking for a definite take? How could the car operate with ing out of the hot sun and by not |
"Our Ever PresentjGod" will be the
In the good old days when open subject of the pastor of the Baptist
pholomyelitis At This Sea- break ln the current flow or 5UCh positive current running through the overdoing in physical exercise. An
certainties as lack of gasoline, are parts that should be grounded with at,ta.ck: frequently begins with nausea
horse cars were in vogue on the 11.45 the Sunday School will meet for
son of Year'
i simple by comparison with trying to negative current?—D.N.N.
streets of Boston, one of these was The choir will sing special music. At
giddiness and mental excitement, folon its way down Tremont street to 1.145 the Sunday School will meet for
Hot weather is the time when the Irace a fickle conditions.
A. Manufacturers use both meth-j ]owing a [ong exposure to the sun.
the North Station when opposite the lesson study. The evening service horse disease
encephalomyelitis.
"One thing to look for when there ods. It does'nt make any material Tbe face
fluked, the pulse full
King's Chapel Burial Ground a will be in the Port Clyde Baptist semetimes called "blind staggers" or | isr' t the slightest response, and you difference in an automobile. Six and rapid.
The
thing to dois Temove the
woman passenger said to the con Chapel. Prayer meething night Wed "sleeping sickness" is most likely to know the engine is getting gas. is to I American makes have the negative
ductor. "What is the name of the nesday. Children who have not en appear. The disease affects the nerv- remove the distributor head to have terminal of the battery grounded, patient to a C00] spot and then send
birds in those trees that are mak joyed the Daily Vacation Bible School ous system of horses and mules. In 3 'ook at it16 breaker arm spring, the rest ground the positive terminal. (or a doctor lmmedlalely
the
ing so much noise?”
Q The wiring order for my car is
temperature by placing the pa.
the past week will wish to be present recent years, especially during the This may be caught or broken so as
“Those are English sparrows, for the second week.
summer months, it has caused se- to hold the points apart or so as to given on the attached slip. You will tlenl in a coW bath sponglDg the
notice that it differs from the en- surface of the body with cold water
ma'am." was his reply. "The woman
rious losses in several states along cause a short circuit."
gine's firing order, How can this or rubbing the body with ice.
who brought the first pair to this
the Atlantic Coast, and may strike
Danger
vifw
SPRUCE HEAD
country is buried there, so they come
be?—LJC.V.
anywhere.
Keep up the treatment for 10 or 15
Regular service will be hem tomor
A. Since the firing fingers of the minutes and then place the patient
every evening and sing a requiem
It is an infectious disease and the Because self-energizing brakes lnrow
at
2
o'clock
In
the
Baptist
b,ankets wUhout dry,ng the
symptoms generally occur in three variably reveal increased power distributor's motor arc 180 degrees
over her grave.” Believe it or not,
Church, sacrament of the Lord's Sup phases. The first stage may escape w*th increase in speed many motor- apart in this engine spark dis
that is the story.
body. If there is no improvement
notice as it usually is only a mild inhave come to assume that booster charges alternately from each finger. within 15 minutes, repeat the cold
In those days the English sparrows per to be observed.
A
community
lawn
social
will
be
dispositon commonly accompanied brakes are working normally. If such You have to cross the distributor applications as before and keep rewere cussed and discussed, mostly
mJnutcs unU)
the former. The Scriptures tell us, held Tuesday at 7.30. on the Joint with a rise in temperature. The sec brakes work better when the car is each time, therefore. * get a con“Are not two sparrows sold for a lawns of Miss Katherine Aagesen and ond stage is characterized by distinct traveling faster. This should be a tinuous series of high tension shots, i consciousness is well established.
farthing?” English sparrows? Web Miss Ella Huntting. This is to be a nervous symptoms which may or may v.arning the booster control valve rather than to go around the dis
Sometimes after apparent recovery.
ster’s definition of the "critter” fits: rceeption to Rev. N. F. Atwood and not be accompanied by fever. In the needs attention. When it is'nt work tributor ln the usual order.
1 the patient becomes drowsy again and
Mrs.
Atwood.
Sparrow—the common sparrow, of
last stage the horse may go down and ing properly this valve is slow in ac
Abundant supplies of potatoes are '
head becomes hot. The treatEurope, is noted for its familiarity
be unable to rise, sometimes thrash tion. causing the brakes to be weak
indicated for the summer months ' menU must then * repeated,
and even impudence, its voracity when the leafless trees were full of ing violently with the legs and head. for short, quick stops while working
according to the bureau of agricul- ; , Thcse who are forcod to work ln
them and all of them chattering.
and fecundity."
Death usually follows when these last normally enough for stops at higher
the open -^nlight," Dr. Fraser exLike Thoreau, he studied the sjmptoms develop.
speed. A new diaphragm in the tural economics.
He is a noisy, quarrelsome bit of
____________
plained, “should see to it that they
sparrow.
One
April
morning
at
3
feathers and one does not have to
Encephalomyelitis may be easily valve will remedy the situation and
wear a hat that protects the back of
drop a hat to get him to fight. He o'clock he was at their roosting place, confused with other diseases. The prove to the owner that he is wrong
i the neck as well as the top of the
MICKIE
SAYS
—
they
were
all
sleeping
soundly.
and
is a notorious thief and would much
symptoms are similar to other ail In his assumption that this type of
head and their clothing should net be
rather steal his food from his fellow At 4 o'clock they still slept; at 4.30 ments of the central nervous system, brake has the quality of working
close fitting or bind the body. Fur
there
was
a
general
movement
of
WPEU
VJE
ARE
GREETED
Ikl
TU
’
than get it for himself, believing that
and a veterinarian should be called more effectively at speed.
thermore. they should take great care
MORWIMff 8VA LOTTA LETTERS
stolen food is the sweetest. Did they wake up. get up among the sleepers. et the flrst indication of sickness.
to drink large amounts of cool water
Hint for Hill Climbers
WITH CHECKS PER REMEWIMG
And
then
began
the
din
of
6000
increase? Like the seed in the
Although the chances for cure are
SUBSCR’PTIOUS, TH' 80SS
or cool, weak tea to make up for the
With vacation touring ahead it is
parable of the sower, “and some voices and the fighting. It is the greatest in the early stages of the
WEARS A SMILE FROM EAR
excessive amounts of moisture lost by
English
sparrow's
way
of
waking,
of
dlsease
there
ls
no
remedy
effective
timely to point out some matters re
TO EAR, WHILE THE OFFICE
brought forth fruit, some an hun
the body through perspiration.”
FORCE BUSTS OUT ILKO SOUQ,
dred fold." They raise three brooks in whetting his appetite for breakfast, in all cases. Treatment varies with garding hill climbing which should
Heatstroke differs from Sunstroke
AWO
EV'RYTWIUG
(S
HOTSW
his
normal
waking
up
—
to
exchange
a summer and that is progression
the nature of the symptoms. It is be helpful in avoiding unnecessary
TOfTSVALL OA-7 LOHGl
in
that it does not depend on ex
slaps and call names.
plus.
especially important to keep the ani wear and tear on the car. Near the
posure to the sun, but may attack a
At
5
o'clock
the
exodus
began
as
The English sparrow is a city
mal comfortable and to prevent self- top of a hill, for instance, always
person during extremely hot. humid
cut down on speed. The slower you
dweller, the reason being food. When they had many things to attend to, inflicted injury.
weather. It is characterized by sud
a
dust
bath,
breakfast,
etc.
The
city transportation changed from
Horses and mules that begin to go over the top the simpler it will be
den fainting attacks, the body Is cold
horse drawn to motor driven vehicles mast of them left in small flocks for show signs of the disease should be to hold the car in check on the way
and clammy, the face pale, the pulse
it was just too bad for the English different points. Now, why should isolated from healthy animals and down the other side. If the brakes
weak and flighty and a gasping or
these sparrows prefer Kings Chapel protected against biting insects, as must be used, apply them intermit
sparrows.
sighing respiration.
Burial
Ground
to
the
Old
GranaryForty years ago a young man, a
the disease is spread, it is believed, tently. This will prevent them from
First send for the doctor. Then ap
born naturalist, came to Boston from Burial Ground a stone's throw away? by mosquitoes or other blood-sucking overheating. Remember that the
ply heat to the patien t feet and
There
was
not
a
sparrow
to
be
seen
modern internal dxpanding brake
his home in New Jersey and roomed
instruments.
around the body. If the patient is
five flights up in the center of the roosting at that plare.
A tissue vaccine, treated with for does not bind and smoke when it
conscious and can swallow, give quan
N. C. C. 2
city. He observed the birds and was
malin, has been developed for pro overheats. Instead it merely be
tities of hot, weak tea.
Somerville, Mass , July 9.
interested in their habits. In one
tection against the disease, and comes less effective, due to the drums
immune serum, commercially avail- expanding away from the shoes.
chapter ot hls book “Roof and
FEATHER BEDS
If the engine shows signs of over
eble, may be beneficial if adminis
Meadow” he sums up the character
WE BUY
Now is the time to have your
tered very early and ln large quan- heating do not stop at the top of the
of the English sparrow thusly: "We
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
titles. The use of serums either as Incline. Always go on down the
may not like him, but he has consti
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
AND
SILVER
a preventitive or in treatment should other side, allowing the engine to
tution and snap. And these things
made over. Drop a postal to
do count.” He first met the Boston CLARENCE E. DANIELS be left to the judgment- of the veter cool down through circulation of its
A F. IRELAND
JEWELER
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME.
inarian who is familiar with local cooling fluid. The hotter the engine
sparrow one wet, snowy winter night
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
81*84
becomes the less efficient it will be
'conditions,
in Kings Chapel Burial Oround

SAjW MANY BIRDS

THE SAUNTERER

A REAL ESTATE BARGAIN
FOR SALE
One of the best houses in Rockland—very
best of location. Known as the Sherman House

I 9-21 Grove Street.

,

Small amount down, easy payments, a good

Live in one side, rent the other

investment.

side and the rent will pay your dues.

My advice—Phone me at once!

WALTER H. SPEAR .
PHONES 512-M OR 430

ROCKLAND

BANK STOCKS
INSURANCE STOCKS

KEYSTONE

FUNDS

INCORPORATED INVESTORS

CENTRAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS

MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST
GENERAL INVESTORS TRUST

SUPERVISED

SHARES

<r

Cinrnln I. jRrjRar
Investment*
Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

43Stf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street

Portland,

Maine
Establihhed 1854

Representative, E. T. Rl'NDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
18-19T*Str

OPEN FOR BUSINESS—12 MYRTLE ST.
Rooms by Day or Week—Table Service
Under New Management

BLIND STAGGERS

W. F. SAVAGE
82-84

ROTO CROS-TICS
ROUND TIP
FARMS

CLVINL A HEALTH,
HAPPl.'iESS ANO ECOAOMY
PROBLEM. ITS FUN TO
SOLVE IR05-TIIS. RE
ARRANGE THE LETTERS
Of EACH IKK TO FORM A
SEVEN WORD SENTENCE.

VEKW
IHALT FLCFV

ANSW'FT TO CKOS TICS

Winner of last week's Cros-tic

Miss Gladys Staples
Hill Street

PASTEURIZED
MILK
IS
GOOD "
INSURANCE
Recommended by Leaders in
the Medical Profession

NO

Our cottage Cheese ls worthy of praise

75 PARK STREET

TEL. 612

ROCKLAND

SANDY SHORES OPEN
This beautiful clean resort is open for the sea
son, on Route 1, between Warren
and Thomaston

BOATING

BATHING

PICNIC TABLES

LIGHT LUNCHES

OLD GOLD

FISHING

PURE WATER

SANDWICHES

ICE CREAM

FREE PARKING

GOOD ROAD

Every-Other-Day
Ruth Fernandez, who pleaded
guilty on a morality charge, was sen-'■;
tenced to the Women’s Reformatory
at Skowhegan.
Capt. Simmons of the Salvation
Army in Providence will arrive home
for a two weeks’ furlough today. He
will be accompanied by his fiancee,
Capt. Crapf, of Brooklyn.
If anybody approaches you with
a contract for furnishing window
news display and service be very
careful what you do. According to
Information received by Sheriff Lud
wick from the State Police fake con
tracts are being issued, and if you
paid $3.88 you are that much out.

/per

TALK OF THE TOWN
July 10—Walter L. Main Clrcua ln
Rcrkland.
July 13—Concert and bridge party at
Armory, auspices St. Bernard’s Parish.
July 13—Rockport—Oarden Club meets
at Walter Carroll residence, Richards
HUI.
July
13—Spruce Head—Community
lawn social at Aageson and Huntting
properties.
July 14—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church on Congregational
Church lawn
July 14—Rockport—Festival at Weldman garden. Russell avenue, auspices
Methodist Church
July 22—Friendship—Carnival, aus
pices Parent-Teacher Ass'n
July 23 Warreii—Bl-centennlal anni
versary ball at Glover hall
July 28—Downie Brothers’ Circus.
July 28 — Rockport — Fair of Baptist
Ladles Circle.
July. 20—Waldoboro—Annual fair of
Susannah Wesley 8oclety
July 29 Tenants Harbor—Fair of
Puritan Rebekah Lodge
Aug 3—Lawn party of 8t. Bernard’s
Parish, corner Broadway and Main
street
Aug. 4-t—Rockport—Carnival Regatta.
Aug. 5—Bangor News’ Amateur boxing
tournament ln Rockland.
Aug 10—Glen Cove—Field Day of
District 12, O.E.S at Grange hall.
Aug 10—Reunion of Rockland High
School Class of 1912 at Camden Yacht
Club
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles
Circle at Grange hall
Aug. 10—Maine's Speclal Election.
Aug. 17—Rockland Garden Club Flow
er Show.
Aug 19—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
first pleasant day.
Aug 19—Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Aug 21—Camden—Fire Department
Field Day
Aug 24 — Annual meeting ThreeQuarter Century Club ln Ellsworth.

Rev. C. E. Brooks, pastor of Pratt |
Memorial M. E. Church leaves Mon
day on his annual vacation, which
this year will be spent quietly at
Moosehead Lake. Mr. Brooks will
be accompanied by his wife, the lat
ter’s mother, Mrs. Louise Gammons,
and Miss Helen M. Kennison.

Master Donald Spear is a patient
at Knox Hospital where he under
went a tonsil operation.

On account of Corps business Capt.
Bowness of the Salvation Army has
postponed his vacation to a later
date.
Proceeds of their ball in June have
enabled the Rockland firemen to buy
32 helmets, as good as can be seen
at any fire.
Wilbur Senter was guest speaker at
Tuesday night's meeting of the Kiwanis Club. The members found his
coast to coast story highly inter
esting.
Three months in jail was the sen
tence meted out to James E. Sim
mons of Rockport in Judge Dwinal’s
court yesterday.
Simmons had
pleaded guilty to drunken driving.

The silver cups have Deen ordered
tc^be given to the winners in each of
the first 14 classes at the summer
flower show to be at Community
building, Aug. 17-18 They will be
displayed soon at Senter Crane's
store.
Services for the summer season in
the Little Brown Church, Round
Pond, with pr. Lowe as the preacher
for the season, opened last Sunday
with the largest initial congregation
in years. The church has adopted the
fast time for the first time this year
The service begins at 10.45 a. m
D. IS. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis S. Crosby and
daughter Sally Ann were visitors in
the city yesterday, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Eliot Duncan. Mr. Crosby wgs
coach at Rockland High School in
1922-23. and is now assistant princi
pal of the Danvers, Mass. Higli
School. He speaks in highest terms
of the work being done by Mr Dun
can as head of one of the depart
ments in the Danvers High School

The Steamboat Editor of The Cou
rier-Gazette was put into the sev
enth heaven this week by the presen
tation of a copy of Joseph Allen Jr's
"The Steamer J. T. Morse, Her His
tory and Adventures.’ It is an ad
mirably told yarn of the romantii
history of the last of the side wheel
ers to operate in Maine waters anc
is filled with local names and lnci
dents that will thrill to the hean
those persons who respond to the romantle appeal of this grand page o:
Mainc’6 history or have in their
souls the recurrent nostalgia which
is the heritage of all those who lovi
the sea.

Piano for sale.
156-12.adv.

Tel.

Thomastoi
82*1

Ambulance Service

BURPEE’S
Morticians

PRE-SCHOOL CLINICS
Notice to all parents who have
children entering school in Sep
tember for the first time.
Those living north of Limerock
Street are requested to be at Ty
ler School, Warren Street, Tues
day at 8.30 a. m.
Those living south of Limerock
Street are requested to be at
Purchase Street School Wednes
day at 8.30 a. m. For the exam
ination prior to entering school.

An exhibition of E. L. Brown's oil
paintings and water colors, will be
held at the Crie Gift Shop the com
ing week.

WALDO THEATRE

Chapin Class will hold a picnic
'Tuesday with Mrs. Grace Rollins.
Holiday Beach. Members will take
box lunch.

“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY’
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
All Shows Under
Daylight Saving Time
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, JULY 9-10
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9

SERMONETTE

The Vinalhaven Chiefs, a hardboiled baseball aggregation from the
good old island, is coming to the
mainland this afternoon to tackle
the Camden Shells at Camden The
game will be played at 4 o'clock.

“Fifty Roads To Town”
ANN SOTHERN, DON AMEUHE

SUNDAY, JULY 11
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9

“Secret Agent”
MADELEINE CARROLL
ROBERT YOUNG
PETER LORRE
JOHN GIELGUD

“The Little Pioneer”
SYBIL JASON
Benefit Performance
MONDAY-TUESDAY, JULY 12-13
Evening at Seven and Nine

URCHES

"If Maine is losing in population it
is not the fault of Knox County,"
writes Bill Lamb, who says that a
short .distance out of Camden on. the
road to Hope Comer there are three
neighboring families with 22 children.
To give others a chance to have
enlargements made the Friendly Poto
Fans will again conduct a demon
stration of the process. Bring nega
tives.
Regular meeting Tuesday
night at the Congregational Church
at 8.30 p. m.
f

“SUM”

The new airplane carrier Yorktown
is scheduled to arrive here next
Tuesday for her standardization trials.
The huge craft—largest ever to visit
Kustaa Ahlholm. an expert body this port—is steaming up the coast
and fender worker, is in charge of from Newport News, Va., with Capt.
that branch of work at the C. W. Joe Kemp as navigating officer.
Hopkins Inc. garage.

HENRY FONDA, PAT O’BRIEN

Vitamin B to the Soul
That which breath Is to the
body, prayer is to the soul, Let
no one be deceived by the asser
tion that prayer is out-moded and
therefore absurd; that modern
scholarship rejects the idea of
men attempting to Influence God
to aid and comfort human beings
through petitions made by hanmanity.
The Rt. Rev. Henry W. Hobson,
in a sermon delivered in Trinity
Church. Boston, declared that
"there never has been any power
in the church in times when in
dividuals have neglected prayer or
groups have neglected worship.
This is evident because the Chris
tian religion ls founded on the
fact that there is a personal and
loving God, and that we are able
to enter into relationship with
Him and through that relation
ship learn His will and draw on
His power to fulwill that will.
Leave this out of your belief and
you have ceased to practice the
Christian religion."
The Rev. Mr. Hobson is bishop
of Southern Ohio but hls enuncia
tion of the vitality of prayer to
a human soul, is the common ex
perience of all Christians worthy
of the name. Jesus taught men
and women to pray, and further
gave them an example of a per
feet prayer. So perfect, that it
is known throughout the world
to all creeds. It is the one act
of common worship all can under
stand and repeat. The greatest
safeguard fathers and mothers
can throw around their sons and
daughters is to teach them to
pray.
William A. Holman.

■
Russell Funeral Home

NOW IS THE TIME!

SIMON K. HART

ROCKLAND

U»-tf

S. E. EATON

CORRECT POSTURE FOR THE HEALTHY, SUPPORT AND
COMFORT FOR THE WEAK

VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE

Baptist Theological Seminary will
have charge of the meeting on Tues
day evening.
• • • •
“Refreshing Christians" will be the
Sunday morning sermon topic of
Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church. At the
evening service at 7.30 Mr. Brooks
will speak on the theme, “A Wrong
Yard Stick." The Friendly Mens
Bible Class will meet at 9.30 a. m.,
and the Baraca Class and Church
School will convene at noon. The
Daily Vacation Bible School will hold
sessions on Monday and Tuesday
mornings from 9 to 11.45 o'clock.
There will be a public demonstration
on Tuesday evening at 7.30, and the
school will close with an outing on
Wednesday.

Produce another garage which
can claim the distinction of having
two department commanders on its
pay-roll. Sea View Garage has Hec
Eliza Steele, R. N„
tor G. Staples, commander of the
Red Cross Service.
American Legion and Oliver R. Ham
82-83
lin, commander of the Veterans of
Ralph Rawley and Wilbur Dorr, Foreign Wars.
Dr. E. W Peaslee left today for who have been employed at Golden
Atlantic City to attend the annual Pheasant Inn, Falmouth Foreside,
The mad Marx Bros, in their new
convention of the American Dental have returned home—all Inn. They
est musical extravaganza will be
American Dental Assoctation. He hitch-hiked.
shown at Strand Theatre Sunday,
has been invited to demonstrate his
In Municipal Court Thursday R Monday and Tuesday; "Married Be
dental models which have attracted
so much attention in New England Economy, charged with drunken fore Breakfast," with Robert Young
showings.
driving, was fined $100 and costs. and Florence Rice will be shown Wed
The respondent, who had pleaded nesday only; Thursday, Friday and
Fifteen strawberries grown together "not guilty," furnished bail after en Saturday, "Mountain Music,” with
Bob Burns and Martha Raye will be
on a single stem, together with other tering an appeal.
There will be no service at the
shown.
freak strawberries were displayed at
Ingraham Hill Chapel on Sunday.
Sunday Capt. Bowness will be ac
The Courier-Gazette office yesterday
• , , •
by Guy Stockbridge of Appleton. Mr. companying Brigadier Perrett of
Mr and Mrs. Fred Jordan. Oscar
Portland
to
Bar
Harbor
where
there
Ansel Young will lead the Ingra
Stockbridge is raising strawberries
Marsh and Raymond Jordan are at
for the first time this season, and is being conducted a Salvation Army Lake Moxie on a 10-days fishing ham Hill Chapel meeting Sunday at
had good results in spite of the wet Day among the churches. In the trip. Benjamin Bisbee and Arthur 3 o'clock.
• • • •
weather which was damaging the Captain's absence Lieut. Hollings Jordan were there for the holiday,
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
crop everywhere. He markets his will have charge of the services of bringing home the finest collection
the day.
berries in Rockland and vicinity.
of mosquito bites that the season Rev E O. Kenyon, rector the serv
has produced. Deputy Sheriff Ern ices for tomorrow will be: Holy Com
According to the scientists we are est Gray joins the party for Sun munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
E. A. Boone who recently resigned
sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30 p. m.
from the management of the Stand to see a comet late this month and day.
• • • •
ard Oil Co. to succeed his late father in early August. It will appear as a
j hazy star, with possibly a slight Uil.
as manager of Boone's Restaurant
Commander .Douglas W. Fuller, U.
"The Murmuring Multitudes" will
on Custom House wharf in Portland It will be seen near the second star S. IN., retired, became accustomed to be the theme of the sermon by Rev.
[in
the
handle
of
the
Big
Dipper.
was a visitor in the city yesterday
long voyages when he served in the Corwin H. Olds at the Congrega
expressing his satisfaction at the And of course everybody knows how Navy, but on the trip from Oakland, tional Church tomorrow at 10.30 with
to
find
that.
manner in which his new business is
Calif., to Rockland, which was com the musical support of the mixed
progressing. Lloyd N. Lawrence is
The installation of officers will take pleted this week, the log showed that quartet and with Mrs. Faith Berry
acting for the present as agent of
place at the meeting of American he had covered 4050 land miles. This at the organ.
the Standard Oil Co.’s local plant
• • • «
legion Auxiliary Monday night, with does not mean that this is the width
and Charles Macy is Socony Vacuum
Mrs. Ella Hyland as installing officer. of the continent, however, for the Services at .the Salvation Army in
representative.
The refreshment committee com- family stopped a while at) the Ben- charge of Capt. Bowness and Lt. Hol
prises Mrs. Ida Huntley, Mrs. Ber jamin Briscoe ranch in Fairplay. lings will be: Saturday, 8 p. m„ praise
Tim O'Donnell, a popular former
nice Staples, Mrs. Hazel Haskell, Colo., and logged ia good many miles service. “Thy Rod," Capt. Bowness;
ocery clerk at Perry s Market is now
Mrs. Corinne Edwards and Mrs. Adah during a week's stayi in Boston, en Sunday, 10 a. ra., Sunday school; 11,
employed in Kennebunkport. He
Roberts.
route. The transcontinental journey holiness service, "The Marred Vessel;"
spent the weekend and holiday with
was quite devoid of mishaps and at no 6 30 p. m.. Y. P. Legion in charge of
his wife in Rockland. They had as
Eliza jHuntley {Plummer, depart time was it /necessary for the retired J
Alton Drinkwater; 8, salvation meet
Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs. Fred ment president of the D.U.V. has ap
naval official to “get down and get ing. "The Faultless Christ."
erick Logan, ISr.. and son Frederick. pointed an organization committee,
• • • •
Mrs. Margaret Burke and daughter consisting of Mrs. Louise Cole, Har under" for the purpose of making
Catherine, all of whom came to at riett Harris, F. Helen Paladino, repairs. The tourists averaged about Next Sunday will be Mr. MacDon
tend the funeral of Mrs. Logan's Maude G. Leavitt. Sadie Waltz. In 500 miles a day /on the western side ald's last Sunday before hls trip to
father, Mr. Watson. They also had 25 years our Department has grown of Pittsburgh, where Began the re the Holy Land. The subject of his
as Fourth of July dinner guest Walter to number 17 Tents. An additional duction of mileage cn account of traf "repeat" sermon in the morning will
fic congestion. Commander Fuller
Burke, commander of the Augusta Tent is hoped for this year.
finds ample opportunity these days to be: "By-Stander or Standby?” The
American Legion who came here with
music will be under the direction of
the Augusta Drum Corps for the cele
At the meeting of Huntley-Hill indulge his favorite recreation of golf Charles /Wilson. The church school
which
he
does
on
the
Oakland
course,
bration.
Auxiliary Monday night, the degree
with classes for all ages will be at
will be conferred on one candidate. one of the finest in California.
noon. The Endeavorer's Inspiration
Members and friends of Ruth The committee in charge of the
Hour will be led by Miss Elsie John
Mayhew Tent are invited to spend weekend celebration, who feel amply
This is the day of the opening of son of Tlie Providence Bible Instil
July 16, at the summer home of Mrs. repaid for their efforts in the suc- the sale of bankrupt stock of the O tute, at 6.30. The people's evening
Grace Lewis. Holiday Beach. Plans cussful affair, included Mrs. Laura W. Palmer & Son store. Karl M. service will be at 7 30. This inspira
are underway for picnic dinner, fish Ranlett, Mrs. Elizabeth Noonon. Mrs. Leighton has bought the store and tional service will last 65 minutes.
chowder supper and beano in the Lora Boynton, Mrs. Helen Johnson, will completely remodel and restock Mr. MacDonald's subject will be:
evening. An invitation has been ex Mrs. Dorothy Jones and Mrs. Louise it as soon as the present large stock 'How the By-Stander Became a
tended to members of Emma White Beal.
is moved. Palmer's carried a large Standby." A trio from The Eastern
Barker Tent of Belfast and a good
high grade jewelry and gift stock
A continuation of the Littlefield which is being sold 25 to 50 percent
attendance is looked for. Members
not solicited will call Mrs. Eliza ■'Memorial Bible School will be held off.—adv.
•
Plummer or Mrs. Priscilla Smith for next week at Ross Weymouth's ga
further information. These gath rage. At the close of school there
DIED
erings are not confined strictly to will be a picr.ic. The classes are:
PENDLETON—At Camden. July 10.
the Tent members, so it is hoped that Beginners—Iaomi Jackson, teach
Hugh Pendleton, aged 32 years
husbands, sweethearts and friends er. Joyce Jackson. Kenneth Win COTTON—At Damariscotta. July 9. Lu
ella Cotton of Waldoboro. Funeral at
will assist ln making this an event chenbach. Lorraine Jackson. Arthur residence ln Waldoboro Sundav at 2
o'clock daylight Interment hi Hyde
Mosher.
Janise
Mosher,
Richard
to be long remembered.
Park. Mass
Mosher; primary class—Charlotte
Weymouth.
Elizabeth
Clough,
teach

I
IN MEMORIA.M
Rockland baseball fans will have
AMBULANCE SERVICE
a chance to see their new Twilight ers, Barbara Brackett, Joan Clough. In memory of a friend Joseph Widdecombe who passed away July 12, 1936
Janet
Weymouth,
Edward
Mosher;
League team in action Sunday aft
It was only the footsteps of angels that
class—Doris
Weymouth,
silently entered the door.
ernoon when the Pirates, as they are Junior
And took from our circle a loved one
known, will play Thomaston at Com teacher, Leslie Nelson, Teddy Fogg,
to dwell on the evergreen shore.
TKL. Ml
munity Park. The game is called at Andrew Weymouth, Clayton Win Let us think that beyond he ls waiting I CLAREMONT
ST, ROCKLAND
Where the portals are open wide.
3 o’clock and if it matches up with chenbach. Lois Winchenbach/ and And some day we ll be united
98tf
With a friend who faded and died.
the fine games which have been John Jackson.
N. M. Conroy,
played during the present week, the
•
In Massachusetts.
Summer is surely here, as shown by
crowd will get twice its money's
worth. The Pirates defeated Cam the number of visitors at the regu
CARD OF THANKS
den .8 to 3 Thursday night, and are lar meeting of yesterday's Rotary, I wish to thank all of my friends who
graciously cast their votes for me and
all pepped up for Sunday's encounter club at the Thorndike /Hotel. J. E. for the Interest shown In my behalf
with the Jealousies. King Makinen Stevens, pinch hitting as the speaker, during the recent Miss Knox County
Contest.
Miss Ruth Pike.
of South Thomaston, who has been gave a very interesting 'talk on "The
one of the aces in the Big Five Earlier Days of Rockland." The pa
League will be on the mound for the per was found to /possess bo (much
general interest that it will be pub
Pirates.
lished in these columns at an early
WATER PIPES RENEWED
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Jolly Col. Green—So Unlike Hetty. date. Visiting Rotarians were Hal
TEL. 955-R
AND WIRED OUT
Dispute Over HU Will Recalls His Boardman, Bangor; R. Percy Schenck,
PLUGGED
Odd Benefactions and Practical Jersey City; Charles W. Babb. Cam
NEW SEWERS LAID
Jokes, the Whaling Ship He Bought den; Frank Poland, Boston; and Israel
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
ALL KINDS OF
tc Decorate His Estate, and the Cutler, Old Town. Frederick Swan
AND CEMENT WORK
Money He Spent for Anything That of Boston and R. F. Peterson of Port
REPAIR CELL* R WALLS
Struck His Fancy. A feature of The land were guests. The financial af
"Let Me Furnish Your Memorial"
American Weekly, the Magazine fairs ot the olub were found in tip
53 PLEASANT 8T. ROCKLAND
TEL. 1167-B,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Distributed With the July 11th top condition. Treasurer Emery’s re
46Stf
S5&57
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
82* It port showed a cash balance of $264 52.

Lawrence F. Pike who has been at
tending the Massachusetts Radio
and Television College recently made
a few days' stay at the home of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. W Pike.

Monumental Work

TELS. 450 AND 781-1

381-S65 MAIN ST.
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Know Your

Is Pleased To Announce a

Special Visit
FOR JULY 14th
By Mrs. R. B. Wilson
SPECIAL FITTER from the CAMP Educational Staff
To demonstrate the advantages of

SUPPORTS
Approved and adopted by eminent
Physicians and Surgeons through
out the world.

Language

Camp Supports are highly special
ized, practical garments specifical
ly designed for a wide variety of
purposes including: SUPPORT
AFTER OPERATIONS, OBESITY.
FALLEN ORGANS, MATERNITY,
AND GENERAL WEAR SUP
PORT.

By C. L. Bushnell
School of English,
International Correspondence
Schools

“FhlLAPIDATED” derives from
^“lapis,” the Latin word for
stone. One explanation of its deri
vation is that in Roman and preRoman times stoning to death was
a frequent form of punishment. To
us it seems a barbarous practice,
but undoubtedly when an unfortu
nate victim was stoned to death, he
was completely “dilapidated.”
see
The use of the expression "old
adage” is what grammarians des
cribe as tautology. “Adage” by it
self means an old and long accepted
saying. The “old” is, therefore, un
necessary and hence tautological.
“Turbulent mob" is another example
of the same thing, for the word
“mob” itself means a turbulent
crowd or assembly.
“

Mrs. R. B. Wltxon wlU be present ln the CORSET DEPT. on
above day to demonstrate the specialized patented features of these
highly practical garments, and to give consultations and fittings.

Ladies are invited to avail themselves of this opportunity.
• This service is auxiliary to that which b available at all times
from our trained staff.

ASK YOUR DOCTOR

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

“How do you like my compositions,
Professor?" asked the young com
poser. eagerly.
"I think they may be played when
Chopin. Brahms. Lisza and the others
are forgotten.”
“Really?"
■
“Yes. But not till then!”—London S
Tit-Bite.
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BODY and FENDER
WORK

FOR MEN
AND WOMEN

We are pleased to announce that we have
secured the services of

KUSTAA AHLHOLM
4

0

An expert body and fender man.

We will

gladly give estimates on any work you may

need.
PROMPT ATTENTION A SPECIALTY

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ML TEL. 1000-W

Price $10.00 pair
An Ideal that became
a REALITY ...
Health Spot Shoes are the ful
fillment of a life long endeavor to
give to the public, shoes that will
not ivreck their bodies; shoes that
will Ibuild strong healthy feet from
childhood on and keep them nor
mal ln adults; shoes that will re
lieve many ailments throughout
the body, which arc caused by im
proper footwear.
Health Spot Shoes
—will provide room for every toe
to lie out- normally, as nature in
tended.
—will hold the 52 bones of the
feet in the natural proper align
ment.
—will have heel measurements
that induce proper body balance.
—will offer proper weight bearing
surfaces for arches, insteps and
ankles.
—will exercise and strengthen the
muscles.
—will be suitable for normal feet
and will be attractive and grace
ful in appearance.
—will allow natural exercise, cor
rect carriage and muscular vi
tality.
—will provide flexibility with each
step and require no “breaking
in.”
—will safeguard the normal
healthy foot from strains and
over-fatigue.

McLain Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

Bring Beauty and Convenience to Your Kitchen with a

MODERN PERFECTION OIL RANGE
What a delightful improve
ment these beautiful new
Perfections will make in the
appearance of thousands of
kitchens!

with High-Power burner
speed, cleanliness and pre
cise regulation for every
needed heat, from simmer
ing to broiling.

Cooking will be easier, too,

Whatever your ideas on
kitchen decoration, the
dainty cream-white porce
lain finish of this new Per
fection will fit in. Also avail
able with pure white finish.

Corners are rounded, sur
faces are smooth, and there's
a removable tray beneath the
burners. The "Live-Heat"
oven, air-insulated, is built
at convenient height. The
two-gallon concealed fuel
reservoir is easily tilted and
removed for filling.
Come in and find out all
about it. You’ll be pleased
with the reasonable price.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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F. Dickinson of Rockland and Miss
SOUTH HOPE
Lena F. Lawrence of Springfield.
• • • a
Mr. and Mrs. James Cousins are
H. S. Beverage of |North Haven had
occupying
the Bernard Nelson
the first green peas of the season,
bungalow for the summer.
IO it
picked here June 28.
7
9
Alford Lake Camp has opened with
3
8
4
5
3
2
1
Wendell IP. Rice, formerly of Thom
the largest registration In many
14
aston. died at Maplewood Inn. N. H.
13
years.
11
C
✓
'!/
Stewart Tripp’s homestead at The
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Hastings were
17
Keag was burned, together with the
supper guests Sunday at the French
18
lb
15
Bobbin.
James Stewart bought a Paladino Oates." Richard Stearns Fuller; "The bl8ck'sllli'11 shop’
22
p lo
21
„
Z. M. Dwinal was re-elected princiMr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson came
19
Subnormal Child. Bertha M Lear- | , r „
.
branch barber shop.
from
Presque
Isle
for
the
holiday.
. class
,
tv. i
o Damon, PKal of Camden High
poem. Perley
R
“ School
.........
David Talbot bought a Peerless 6- ned;
Wi Jlb
2^
b
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Esancy and
_ , , .
., „
. .. |Harold
tt
u o
John C ifford. 67. a Civi War vet"Reclaiming
the
Deserts.
F.
[
'
cyllnder motor car, costing $6000 and
Mrs.
W.
L.
Taylor
accompanied
by
Spear; “The Poet As a Politician,' eran. died in Camden.
said to be the finest in the State.
i 30
3i 32
Mrs. Millie Jones of East Union at
Warren High School held its com
29
„
_ „ .
Margaret . Maloney; valedictory, Wil
The Knox Trolley League was in
6
',
,
tended Lincoln County Pomona in
mencement exercises. The particiw
....
. _ ,, . „ .
liam S. Healey. The class officers
i5
i4
3b
full swing at Oakland Park.
South Jefferson recently.
were: President, Charles W. Kalloch; I Pa^were: Clytie Spear (salutatory).
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farnum of
The Copper Kettle moved to its new vice president. Albert S Peterson; sec- Walt6T Butl6r' Helen Rpblnson’ Cora
40
Billerica, Mass, were at H. A Hart's
Ml
39
quarters on School street.
37
retary. Frances Davis; treasurer. Rich- 0011131,1 'history), Bernard Teague,
for
the
holiday.
Elmer
C.
Hart
was
ard
S
Fuller.
Lucius
E.
Jones
was
S^
6
Sp6ar
'
Frederick
S.
Rollins.
EdCapt. M J. Marston took command
also home Monday from Gilead. •
44
42
43
45
class marshal. The graduates num- win (Boggs. Ethel Munsey (prophecy).
of the schooner Mary Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Taylor, Mrs.
52
"*
Warren
Meyers,
Hattie
Borneman
Capt. Frank Currier bought the
4&
Ada Hastings of Belfast and Miss
4b 47
50 51
49
52
Miss Martha B. May. 36. died in 'valedictory).
schooner American Team of Bangor.
Elizabeth Hewett of Orange, Mass.,
Hebron
Walter
Carroll
was
elected
presiE. C. 'Moran & Co. held a formal
5b
called Sunday on relatives here.
5i
55
54
Daniel M. George. Civil War vet> dent of the Rockport High School
opening of their new office.
H A. Hart, Arthur F. Hart. Omar
w
Frances Harrington was actiyg as eran. went to Boston to make his ! Alumni Association.
King and Richard Farnum motored
5b 59
bo
| Mrs. |R. F. Green was winner of the I
57
express messenger on the night pull- llonle
Monday
to
Stratton
where
they
at

Fire destroyed Llmerock hall and old.fashloncd ^^“ing bee at Orange
man.
tended an exhibition.
bl
b3
W
Judge William P Hurley attended the adjoining residence of Fred N. hall. Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy at
Participants in the Vinalhaven High
the Democratic National Convention Burrows on the Old County road.
tended a picnic Monday at the pleas
School commencement exercises were
in Baltimore, and was numbered
• • • •
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ant
home of |Dr. and Mrs. C. H
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Edward Russell (salutatory!, C. Owen
among the conspicuous leaders pres
11-Rock plant
These births were recorded:
46-A serpent
Benny Baker and Collette Lyons, the young beauty who was recently re Leach, Tenant's Harbor. Among the
1-Level
Green.
Miss
Coombs
(
prophecy
>,
Vera
16-Type measure
ent.
48-Colored twilled
5-A dance
Warren. June 11, to Mr and Mrs. Wentworth. Hester Hopkins. Robert cruited from the musical comedy stage for films, are teamed as a pair of nit 35 present were many from Portland
18-One thousand fifty
cotton goods
8-Klngdom In Asia
The matter of Sunday closing was
wit
detectives
in
"Hotel
Haywire."
The
cast
is
headed
by
Leo
Carrillo.
Lynne
and
Rockiand.
also
former
residents
Willis Moody, a son.
21-Expire
50-Doze
12- Facility
A Green (valedictory).
causing turmoil, and one Rockland
24-Not at any time
Overman and Mary Carlisle and includes Spring Byington, John Patterson, of this community. The tables were
53-Mend
Rockland. June 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
13- lnaect
Rockport High School had only four
merchant having been arrested four
26- Change
55-Duke in ’Twelfth
14- Combining form.
Porter Hall. Chester Conklin and many others.—adv.
set on the lawn in a picturesque set
William Young, a son.
graduates
—
Walter
Earl
Carroll
(sa

27- Fish eggs
Night’
Within
times.
ting while cooling breezes wafted in
Deer Isle, June 5. to Mr. and Mrs. lutatory), Madeline Marietta Shibles
28- Tavern
57- Having height
15- Deer horn
Rev. W J Day began his tenth year
29- Likewise not
Winfred E. Stoddard, a daughter.
from
the
ocean
Boiled
lobsters
58Rodent
17-Altera
the
form
of
(historian), Nina Gertrude Andrews
of service with the First Baptist
30- Maritime signal
SO-Ache
19- Wild (Scot)
St peorge. June 22. to Mr and Mrs. (prophecy), and Charles Augustus
and baked clams augmented the
31- A compass point
61- Walk
Church.
20- Disk of merit
sumptuous repast
E. H. Riley, a daughter.
(abbr.)
62- A letter
Studley (valedictory).
22- Farm animat
The first hand-organ of the season
Eastham, Mass . June 21. to Mr.
Mrs. Sidney (Lermond spent a day
63- Friendly aesociate 32- By
23Royal
Navy
(abbr,
A
G.
Bucklin
was
appointed
warden
was playing the latest ragtime selec and Mrs W F. Knowles, a daughter.
38- Overturn
with Mrs. Artise Pease in Rockland
25-Pale
of the State Prison.
WATER POEMS
39- lnterdict
tions.
25-Near by
recently.
New Haven, Conn.. June 15. to Mr
VERTICAL
41-Pardonable
Mrs. Willard C. Pooler. 44. died in
27-Aecended
Bowdoin College graduates Included
Prof. Leland Hemenway visited his
and Mrs. Martin Stahl, a son.
43- Earth (Fr.)
30-Slumber
Camden.
Francis E. Harrington, Maurice P
44- Tumults
1- Awe
parents. Mr. and Mrs David Hemen
Rockland, June 23. to Mr. and Mrs.
33Ahead
Knox Hotel, Thomaston, was re
Hill and Harry M. Keating, Rockland;
46- Scienc<a
2- A thoroughfare
34- Promise solemnly
way over the holiday.
Fred W. Kent, a son.
opened under the management of
47- A rest
3- A flower (pi.)
Fred W Hart. Camden; and Earl F
35Very
warm
Miss Ruby Merrifield returned
Rockland. June 15. to Mr and
4- Combining form. Fa 48- Five hundred one
36-A compass point
Fred W. Trowbridge, who had been
Maloney. South Thomaston. Colby
home last Saturday after passing a
Mrs. Walter E. Flanders, a daughter.
5- Removed the akin 49- A title (abbr.)
(abbr.)
located in Tennessee.
graduates included Hervev C. Allen,
51- The dye indigo
6- lndefinite article
87-Penetrate
week with her grandmother. Mrs. Al
Deer Isle. June 9, to Mr and Mrs.
52- Small horse
Camden; Marian E. Brown. North
7- Hot vapor
40-Cut
bert Heath.
1William J. Ambrose, a son.
54—A lofty mountain
8- Obaerve
42- Con junction
Haven; Elsie C. Gardiner. Rockport;
ISLE
AU
HAUT
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cassidy and
St. George. June 20. to Mr and Mrs.
56-Mineral spring
9- Natural
43- Sailor
Mary E. Hall, Rockville, and Bertha || William Williamson, a son.
59-Beeause
10-Suma up
son, Francis of Owl's Head spent
45-Preflx. Backward
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Van
Duren
M Wilson, Thomaston.
last Saturday and Sundav with Mr.
Rockland. June 23. to Mr. and Mrs. of New York is occupying one of
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Steamer Juliette was sold to owners
and Mrs Albert Heath.
Chauncey K Snowdeal. a son.
Leon Small's cabins for the summer.
a
short
stay.
Mr.
Emus
and
sons
of a hotel at the Isle of Shoals.
Mrs. Ella Bowley has returnea
Rockland. June 24. to Mr and Mrs.
The schooner Gertrude Thebaud
Mrs. Susan P. Walker. 85, died at Ellis A. Sprague, a daughter—Myrtle
from several days' visit with Mr. and Ronald and Melvin and Miss Violet
which
is
bearing
Donald
MacMillan's
Fleming accompanied them, remain
her home on Warren street.
Mrs Vanda Wentworth.
Veneta.
| party to Baffin Land anchored In
ing for the holiday.
Claremont Commandery, K. T,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hartley
Watts
and
Whitinsville. Mass.. June 7. to Mr. j tbe Thoroughfare recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross and chilmade a St. John's Day pilgrimage to and Mrs. William E Whitney, for'
family of Melrose. Mass. were at
,
.
y
The Davidson family of New
dten
Marigold and Elroy of Bath,!
Melrose. Mass., accompanied by sev merly of Rockport, a daughter—Fern
their borne here for the holidays. Mr.
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. j
Jersey are at their Moore's Harbor
eral members of De Valois Oom- Julia.
and Mrs Watts returning Monday
cottage.
mandery of Vinalhaven. Alan L. Bird
| but their son and daughter remain W. K Winchenbach.
Rockland, July 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ada Wellman is visiting rela- 1
was eminent commander.
Edna Merrill of Stonington is em
ing for the summer.
Leroy Thomas, a daughter.
tives in Waldoboro.
The schooner J. M. Harlow went
ployed
as
assistant
cook
at
the
Club.
Raymond Woster of Washington
Thomaston. July 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
The Lend-a-Hand Club enjoyed a
ashore near Tenant s Harbor and was Augtin Q Huntk,y a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Turner and
was a caller Monday on his sister,
picnic Monday at The Look-out Sta- 1
badly damaged.
Mrs. Fred Merrifield
Deer Isle, ^une ”23, to Mr and Mrs.
Jasper Chapin attended the
Dr. E. W. Gould bought the north 1 Harry C. Greenlaw, a daughter.
' wedding of Norman Turner last SatMrs Margaret Carver was a holi tion in Jefferson.
end Of the Berry-Snow block. Main
day visitor at the home of her fam
Vlnalhaven, June 22. to Mr. and urday in Union.
and Pleasant streets.
ily here.
CRIEHAVEN
Mrs. James Davis, a son—Claude Earl'' Prof. William P. Turner of Purdue
The crew of the schooner Fannie ] Vinalhaven. June 2. to Mr and Mrs University. Lafavette. Ind.. is home
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor have as
Mrs. Dorothy Simpson has re- j
Prescott was rescued by the British
gwears a daughter—Martha of the summer
vacation guests, Miss Marion Taylor,
turned
from a visit to Portland.
schooner Berwind Isle. Clarence W Qljve
• - ----------- .......................................................... . ~~
Miss Mabel Hills and Miss Mar
The Fourth was celebrated with
— s.
7:4,.
Bv Janet Houston
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Simpson spent
Munsey and Herbert S. Weaver of
garet
Taylor
of
Waltham,
Mass..
...
__ I games, races, picnic lunch, ball game
Warren were among the survivors.
the
Fourth
at
Ash
Point
as
guests
of
Charles Simmons, and Miss Lorraine |
The marriages for this period were: J and dance.
An episode in an amateur photographer's picture Odyssey of the travels
They had been engaged in truck farmEdward Blom.
Simmons of Winnisquam. N. H.
of
water.
Exposure
f.22
at
1/25
second.
Rockland, June
June 19.
19. Warren
Warren D
D
ing in Florida during the winter.
Rockland,
Out of town persons here for the
Nick Anderson has moved to Port
HE moods of water, tumbling, waters stilled at even.” Foam at the
Rockland s valuation, according to Trask and
L- Allen'
Fourth were Donald Smith. Owl's
Clyde.
DUTCH
NECK
prow
of
a
careening
yacht
or
its
bubbling, gushing, spouting,
the tax assessors was $5,736,309 and
Lewiston. June 19. Everett E. Cates. Head; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Colby,
Miss Gladys McClure, Mr. and I
dashing, splashing, trickling, roll churning wake over the stern depicts
there were 2370 polls The tax rate | formerly of Rockland, and Miss Mar- (Sadie Bray, Percy Cousins. WoodMr. and Mrs. Waldon Osier and Mrs. Charles F. Hall of Augusta and j
ing, rippling, dripping, glad, angry, the poetry of motion.
garet Craig of Lewiston.
row
Cousins
and
Mrs.
Sadie
Cousins
was 23 mills.
Verses may be illustrated. “Where
smooth, rough, serene, peaceful,
children ot Boston. Mass., are vis Mi Philbrook visited the McClure
Rockland. June 20. Charles M. Hav- of Stonington,
Camden Commandery, K T., enter
make adjectives for poets. For the the breaking waves dash high on
iting Mr and Mrs. Claude Miller.
family Monday.
Mr and Mrs Aubrey Oreenlaw
amateur photographer with any a stern and rockbound coast” Is a
tained Pilgrim Commandery of Farm ener and Florence I. Rogers.
Miss Dorothy Geele of Wellesley,
Albert Guptill and family returned
Rockport. June 22. Jesse Cross and and fjve children of Waterbury.
poetry in his soul whatever, they place for photographs of one of
ington (and Oriental Commandery of
Mass., is spending two weeks' vaca Tuesday from Rockland.
water’s most inspiring moods, and
Mrs
Maybelle
Swan,
both
of
Camden,
jConn
.,
are
at
their
summer
place
a
j
make
themes
for
beautiful
pictures
Bridgton. Charles G. Weaver was
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Simpson spent the Fourth i
and the subject of a delightful pic then, from the hilltops “there Is not
Rockland, June 26. Maurice A Me- I the Lighthouse.
eminent commander of Camden Com Herbert Geele.
In
the
wide
world
a
valley
so
sweet,
wtth John Clark and family in Union.
ture
hobby.
Kusic of Bath and Miss Evelyn M.
mandery.
Mr and Mrs. Leon Barter of RockWe know of one amateur photog as that vale in whose bosom the
Mrs. Charles McClure and chil
Rebecca Whitman returned last
' land spent the Fourth with Mr BarMiss Jeannette Simmons and Richardson of Rockland.
rapher who used hls camera to pic bright waters meet.”
dren Robert, Charles and Betty of Saturday to Turner after spending
Rockland,
June
22,
Roland
G
Iters
father.
J.
K.
Barter
Endless are your opportunities for
ture the grand circle water makes
Fran-is E. Harrington were elected
Newton. Mass., came Friday by mo three weeks with her parents Mr.
In its journey from land to sea to the making delightful photographs of
members of Ithe High School faculty. Graves of Rockland and Sadie C.
MTY sister successfully rebelled the
tor to spend the summer here. Dr. and Mrs. H. J. McClure.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Solley
and
clouds and back to the land again. water scenes. But there's a trick to
■ vl ether day and told the owner
Mrs. Lulie J. Ufford was the owner Brimigion of Warren.
McClure accompanied Mrs. McClure
;son
David
are
at
one
of
Leon
Small's
Mrs.
Rex
Anderson
and
child
ac

water
photography.
It
’
s
successful
This
picture
epic
of
water
began
Rockland. June 23. Charles L. Chase
of the apartment house where she
of a canary bird which was 15 years
and chldren here, but returned Mon companied Mrs. Prior on her return lives that the refused any longer to
cabins for the month of July.
with a photograph of a tiny woodland largely a matter of shooting so that
and Ida M. Sukeforth.
day.
old.
spring, then pictures of a rivulet, a the pictured water has the right
to Loudvllle, for a visit with rela cook with the out-moded range he
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Souther and
Dawson, Alaska, — Andrew P. Horn
John Lovejoy succeeded the late E.
provided. He said “Okay, go and
brook, a river, a mightier river with “feel” or texture.
Miss Bertha Furgerson and Fred tives.
daughter Frances of Boston are at
and
Miss
Mary
E.
Brady,
formerly
of
select a new model." Her choice
Its waterfalls and cataracts, the bay
For example, it’s possible to shoot
H. Lawry os president of the Rockland
Hopkinson of Merrimac. Mass., spent
The
dinner
dance
Tuesday
at
Com

their
cottage
for
the
summer.
was a modern automatic gas range
Rockland.
through which it flowed Into the spray too fast, so that It has a hard,
Savings Bank.
a
few
days
recently
with
Mr.
and
munity
Club
House
was
enjoyed
by
Miss Julia Nelson of New York is
having a well-insulated spacious
Rockport. June 29. Burton E Low
ocean, the ocean itself, a cloud and brittle look, thereby losing its essen
Capt. Ferd Robinson took command
Mrs. Edgar Wallace. Miss Blanche all the young folks and many Ma oven with heat control and non-tip
guest at the Old Home House.
sunbeam picture over the ocean, tial sense of movement. On the
ell
of
Bucksport
and
Miss
Laura
E.
of the schooner Daniel Bailey.
Whitman of Lowell, Mass., accom tinicus friends. Harold Anderson and racks in the bargain, alto a slide-out
thus picturing water being caught other hand, rippling water should
Mr. Noyes and Charles MacDonald
broiler and cup-shaped controlled
Capt. A. G. Hunt bought a farm in Ooodwin ol Rockport
panied them here and remained Elizabeth Anderson furnished music. top
up for Its return journey, and finally be shot fast enough so that the rip
Rochester, N. H, May 3. John Colt I l><fced the holiday in Boston,
burners. Now she’s happily set
Jefferson.
ples
rain.
are
distinct,
each
with
its
own
for
a
month's
visit.
The Sunbeam called here Tuesday for the summer with a cool kitchen
of Rochester and Mrs. Flora E. Sheri- ’ Miss 1:1 lse Jones and Edith RoThis Idea far from exhausts the highlights.
Arthur Richardson was elected
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Waltz and and friends were pleased to see Rev. ette, yhen the thermometer "soars
dan of Rockland.
1,181116 have arrived from New York
possibilities of poetic water pic Another point is lighting. Choose
president of the Rockland High School
family of West Roxbury, Mass., have Mr. Guptill whose health is much im high and the humidity hangs like a
Rockland. June 29. Harold I,. Mitch-I and op6ned their summer residence.
veil in the atmosphere. That is
tures, especially when human in the angle that gives you the maxi
Alumni Association. Miss Katherine
arrived at the Waltz homestead for proved.
Neil Browsfield, the mis every homemaker's due these days.
terest fs added. The majestic sweep mum "texture," the characteristic
Dol
Ingraham was elected secretary and ell of Rockland and Aletha E
the
summer.
sion pastor was also a welcome visi
of water over Niagara Falls is a interplay of light and shade. No one
ham of Warren.
BURKETTVILLE
treasurer.
Miss Ruth Geele. a student at tor.
poem In Itself but a honeymooning can tell you exactly how to go about
“Growth and Feed Standards for
North Haven, June 30, Parker Ladd
Mrs. Elizabeth Healey, 92, died at
Gorham Normal School is passing
pair in the foreground adds romance. this; a little experimenting will tell
Victor White has returned from a New Hampshlres." reports a mathe
and Miss Helen York, both of North Ella Grinnell is attending summer
A fair swimmer in clear water on you better than volumes of words.
her home on Oak street.
the summer vacation vacation with short vacation spent at Owl's Head
matical formula by which poultryschool in Farmington.
J
which sunshine is shimmering cre But keep this in mind. Any fair-sized
Thomaston High School won the Haven. ,
her parents, Mr. and iMrs. Herbert with hls sister Mrs. Alton Raynes.
men can find the best time to sell
Razorville,
July
5.
Morton
L.
William
Kennedy
and
family
of
ates
a
poetic
pattern
of
life
and
body
of
water
reflects
a
lot
of
light.
Knox and Lincoln baseball pennant,
Geele.
The Virginia. Capt. McGraw, de
at erage growing male birds. The
light. A pseudo-moonlight picture Your exposures, therefore, can be
defeating Vinalhaven in 14 innings. Clark and Mrs. Jennie L. Durreil, Waldoboro passed Sunday at Nel
Maynard Winchenbach recently livered a load of lobster bait here
over a placid lake of a youth and a faster or, preferably, your "stop"
bulletin
is available from the New
son
Calderwood's.
both
of
Liberty.
Linnell and Jameson were the battery
returned from Ann Arbor. Mich., Tuesday.
maid In a canoe (a shot into the smaller than for a comparable sum
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Kenneth Esancy is visiting his
Rockland, June 125, Charles E. Mer
for Thomaston, and (Geary and Rus
end is passing two months with his
Mrs. Elsie Ingersoll has returned
setting sun with a small lens open mer landscape.
Station at Durham.
cousin. Richard Edgecomb, in Mas
ritt and Harriet. O. Fogg.
sell officiated for Vinalhaven.
ing) gives a poetic mood to “the
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Win tr. West Rockport after a two weeks
John van Guilder
• • • •
sachusetts.
Rockland, June 22, John T. Berry of
Rockland s memorial to its soldiers
chenbach.
visit with Mrs. Olive Wilson.
Maine's 90% Clean Apple club,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Smith
have
Rockland
and
Maude
B.
Morse
of
and sailors who fought in the Civil
Mrs. Alden Eugley and Miss Celia
Wilbert White of Owl's Head vis
Mr. and Mrs Cleon Butler of Union
UNION
which was to have been discontinued
had as guests their daughter and
War, was dedicated. Among the par Thomaston.
Eugley of Waldoboro spent Friday ited friends and relatives Wednesday
for
two
weeks
called
on
Mrs.
Annie
with last year's inspection, will be
of
Massachusetts.
family
Rockport,
June
26,
Frederick
H.
ticipants were J. E. Rhodes, president
with relatives and friends in this in this community.
The first Community Club picnic E. Butler and son Delmont recently.
carried on at the request of orchardMr.
and
Mrs.
Alexander
Mayo
of
Holbrook
of
Rockland
and
Miss
Louise
of the Memorial Association; William
locality.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper re
ists. Membership in the club is
Thomaston spent Sunday at the of the season will be held July 27 Mlss Plummer graduated June 23
p Cook, post commander; William T. Norwood of Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elwell and turned from Vinalhaven this week
at
the
Crawford
Lake
cottage
of
Mr.
j
from
P°
rtlarid
High
School,
lunited to those whose fruit is 90
Thurston home.
Attleboro,
Mass.,
June
22.
Galen
C.
Cobb, vice president of the Associa
child of Bath were visitors Sunday
percent free from preventable in
Mrs. Blanche Rokes was a visitor and Mrs. Henry Stickney. Mrs. | Mrs- Annle Butler and 5011
tion; E. A. Butler, chairman of the Noyes of Stonington and Miss Lillian
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Stickney
will
speak
on
her
recent
"
pent
Tuesda
>
’
at
the
home
°
f
Cleon
CUSHING
sect and disease injury.
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Washington
I.
May
of
Attleboro.
Memorial Committee; Col. E. K. Gould,
Wallace.
• • • •
trip to Italy. Mrs. Edna McKinley, Butler in Union.
Stonington, June 19, Melville relatives.
Mrs. Clara Marshall of Rockland is
orator.
Miss Daisy Dixon of Augusta has
Practically
all
the parts on the
Miss
Edith
Hawes,
Mrs.
Adella
Mor

Frank Grinnell of Springfield,
George Hosmer, who graduated from Thompson of Deer Isle and Mrs.
guest of her sister iMrs. Granville been guest of Mrs. Inez Fogerty the cutter bar of a mower may be re
ton
Mrs.
Hattie
Leach
will
assist
as
Mass.,
passed
last
weekend
with
his
TENANTS HARBOR
Gross.
University of Maine in the spring, Lydia Dow of Stonington.
past week.
placed to make the cutting mechanism
hostesses.
Winterport, June 26. C. J. Erickson family.
went to Bath as draftsman for the
Howard Geele has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall R. Payson, Mr. as- good as new. Replacements In
Miss
Annie
R.
Rhodes
is
attending
of Rockport and Miss Asenath Carle
Hyde Windlass Co.
Morning worship Suhday at 10.30 relatives and friends in Boston and and Mrs Willard Payson, daughter clude: ledger plate on the guard,
Hammock tops, cushion covers, the U. of M. summer school
Rev. William H Mousley accepted a ton of Winterport.
vicinity.
June and son Willard are spending wearing plate, knife holder, guard,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton and will have as subject “The New
Rockport, June 25. Berton L. Whit waterproof covers and waterproof
call to the pastorate of the Hig.i
Mrs. Celeste Winchenbach and a vacation at the G. I. Young house. end knife sections.
Street Congregational Church in Port ney of Appleton and Miss Katie L. ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowles of Birth;" Bible School hour, 11.30. Miss Ada Winchenbach of Wollaston,
Mrs. Levaughn Cedarstrom, sons
1262.-W.—adv.
62-T-tf
South Windham were at Moosehead Happy hour of music and message Mass., are at their home for the sum Carl, Allen Paul, and daughter Anne
Wellman of Rockport.
land.
I'AREWEI.I., JAMES MATTHEW BARRIE
Lake over the holiday.
Waterville, June 26, Wilbur Strong
Mrs. Lizzie E. Perry of Oliver street
will be at 7 and will treat the topic, mer.
of Everett, Mass., are at the Bedell Dlnna greet for Peter Pan—
Mrs J. C. Creighton is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson cottage for the summer.
was burned badly when she emptied of Thomaston and Myrtle L. Warren
For the bird burst from Its shell—
“Paul's Stairway Address.” The daily
Mrs. Hattie Black in Palermo.
land
of Waterville.
of
Portland passed last weekend with
some fat into a hot stove.
Miss Betty Rivers of Quincy. Mass., InHethewillNever-never
Vacation Bible School has had one
like It very well.
Camden, June 24. Philip Conley of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
‘■With Faith and Courage" was the
is visiting her grandparents Mr. and
In the land where never, never
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY week of ses8ions wlth nearIy 60 chl1’ Mrs. Nettie Taylor of Natick, Mrs. W. A. Rivers.
motto of the (Rockland High School Topsfield. Mass., and Marion Knight
Boys grow old or hearts grow salr;
dren
enrolled.
Through
the
kindness
of
Camden.
Mass.,
and
Miss
Mabel
Chase
of
Allsgraduating class which held com
Mrs. Ethel Kenney and daughter Where the bombshells do not ever
Shatter
children from the air.
Stonington, June 13, Edward J.
Delmont Butler with a pair of! of Fred Smalley the school has had ton, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Barbara of Auburn are at thelr sum
mencement exercises at Rockland
Parker
of
Deer
Isle
and
Azua
Beam
horses,
is
engaged
in
cutting
hay
for
th
e
use
o
f
bus
daily,
making
it
W.
F.
Chase.
Tender,
wise,
he saw men’s foibles—
•ITieatre. The participants were: Sa
mer home here.
•
Laughed and loved them Just the
farmers in this vicinity and also' _,U1 ,
.
Mrs.
Viola
Kuhn
and
Mr.
and
lutatory, Blanche M. Magee; “The of East Machias.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
W.
Fogerty,
Cora
same.
, .
.
, .
.
„
possible for any child interested to
is hauling box lumber to the Pay. .
Warren, June 26, Raymond L. Watts
Mrs. Frank Sheffield of Worcester, E. Fogerty, Carrie E. Wallace. Daisy From a fresher world than ours.
Unlimited Powers of Our Highest
He
goes
back the way he came.
son
crate
factory
in
South
Hope.
;
■i°
in
in
^e
happy,
instructive
hours.
Mass., called Sunday on Mrs. Ada Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers,
Court," Lewis B. Clark; “Every Day and Miss Clara H. Stevens.
Mrs.
Delia
E.
Hoopes
of
WashingT
116
s
c
ho
°l
will
continue
throughout
Camden.
June
26.
Irvin
O.
Hills
of
Wellman.
Not
for
him
the wistful tear
Betty Rivers, and June Payson were
Heroes," Earle W. McInnis; “The
refrain this minute—
ton. D. C„ and her niece Linda L. this coming week, concluding classes
Mrs. Wilbur Emus and daughters entertained the Fourth by Mr. and I Iamcannot
Child in Modem Fiction," Katherine Northport and Miss Myrtle B. Salis
grieving for a world
Plummer of Portland, formerly of Friday. The annual picnic will be Dorothea and Lucille of Arlington, Mrs. Frank D. Hathorn at their cot
So bereft without him In it.
D. Spear; class history, Charles W. bury of Camden, t
—
Alice
Lawry Gould In the Washington
East Union, who lia*e been visiting1 held the following day.
Mass., are at the Emus home for tage on Pleasant Point,
jUHoch; class oration, “Unguarded Springfield, Mass., June 25, George
Post.
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AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,

Announcements have been received
Mrs. John Crockett returned re
of the birth of a son, Warren David,
cently from two weeks' visit with her
to Mr. and Mrs. Manford Ott, In
daughter. Mrs. Pearl McLeod in Cam
Groton, Conn.
bridge. Mass.
Miss Mabel Wall, of the Attleboro
Alton H. Lewis went Monday fo
• Mass.) faculty, is spending the
Patterson, N. J., for a business ap
school vacation with her parents,
pointment. Mrs. Lewis accompanied
Capt. and Mrs. Simon H. Wall.
him.
Mrs. Beulah Blakley and daughter
Gerald Beverage and Clarence
Barbara Richardson are visiting
Waterman were at home last week
friends in Matinicus.
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magoon of De
The 4th was unusually noisy here
troit, Mich., are occupying the house
but the only mishap was that of a
on Church street leased by Mrs. Edna
summer boy whose fingers were
Robbins. Mrs Robbins is staying for
burned by a firecracker. Dr. Farns
the
present with Mrs. Cacilda Cain
worth treated him. There was no
and will later go- to her cottage at
local celebration but many enjoyed
Lake Megunticook.
outings and picnic parties.
Mrs. Georgia Snow of South
Malcolm Crockett is home from the
Thomaston is visiting at the home of
West for the first time in 15 years.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier for a few days.
Lawrence Beverage who has been
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Donlan of
at Kncx Hospital for several days, is
Waltham, Mass, who are on a twomaking rapid recovery. Hls mother
weeks' motor trip were guests for
and brother Milton were wtth him
four days of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Chico Marx, Maureen O’Sullivan, Groucho Marx
Sunday and the Fourth.
Carver.
Leaving Thursday they
in “A Dav at the Races”
Mrs. Milton G. Perry and daugh
stayed over at Old Orchard Beach,
ters Marjorie, Virginia and Luclle ar
and, previous to arriving here, had
rived Wednesday and will occupy the
“A Day at the Races" brings the Marx as "Dr Hugo Z. Hackenbush,” spent several days in the White
Kenneth Hills house for the summer. Marx Brothers—Groucho, Harpo and a horse doctor who takes charge of Mountain section.
Mr. Perry, former pastor of the local Chico in what is described as the the sanitarium. Harpo Marx is seen
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Payson and
church is attending a Northfield con maddest, merriest, most amusing as a Jockey and Chico as a raceson Stanley of Albany, N. Y., are
ference. In August he will Join his piece of Marxmania that these in- track frequenter who sells good ice
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
family here.
imitable comedians have ever dellv- cream and bum tips on the races, Hiram Robbins for two weeks while
Mrs Harold Tilley of Ashland visit ered to an expectant public.
Miss O'Sullivan plays the girl who Is Mr. Payson is having a vacation from
ed her father, Fred Carver, recently.
The plot of "A Day at the Races." trying to keep the deep-dyed villain, his duties with Montgomery. Ward
Accompanying Mrs. Tilley were her which shifts from a sanitarium to Douglass Dumbrille. from foreclos- Co.
daughter Constance Tilley, who has
a race track, introduces Groucho ing on her sanitarium.—adv.
Capt. and Mrs Ernest M. Torrey
Just finished her first year at Antioch
went
Tuesday to Portland where
College. Ohio, and a niece Jean Til
i
ROCKVILLE
Capt. Torrey has again entered the
FRIENDSHIP
ley. While here Mrs. Tilley received
Marine Hospital for treatment.
news of an automobile accident in
Rev. and Mrs. LeGrow, Mr. and
The Vacation Bible School being
Mrs. Addie Russ is ill at her home
which her father-in-law Louis K Mrs. Charles Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. held at West Rockport with young
Tilley was seriously injured. Mr Albion Wotton. Mi. and Mrs. Chester ,jeople from Simonton's Corner and on Pascal avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Willlam O. Pooler of
Tilley is caretaker of the Congrega- | wo^on and Mrs Jessie Lash attend- this village opened Tuesday with a
tional Church in Ashland, and 79 I ed ggrvjpgg Sunday afternoon at the goodly attendance including eight Bingham were guests this week of
years of age. He was struck by a Chelsea Church.
boys and girls from this community. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell, Ames
bury Hill.
truck.
Holiday weekend guests of Mr. and
Arthur Sampson of Augusta was
Mrs. Ethel (Thomas) Sezak and son recent guest of this aunt, Mrs. Albion Hrs. J. S. Ranlett were Gifford, Jane
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and Mr. and
Thomas of Fairhaven, Mass., and Mrs.
Mrs John F. Reed of Roxbury, Mass,
Wotton.
] nnd Mary Ross of Brookline.
Clara Kelsey of Rockland were guests
were visitors Thursday at the home
The summer cottages at Martins
A fine meeting was held at the
this week of Mrs. Margaret Smith.
of Mrs. Minnie Weed. On returning
Point are nearly all occupied and Baptist Church Wednesday night
Edna Waterman spent the holiday
they were accompanied . .’Its. Weed
more visitors from the cities are with Miss Margaret McKnight, as
weekend with her father. Frank
who will remain with them for an
leader. giving a helpful talk on the
rushing to the cool coast of Maine.
Waterman, having as guest a friend
extended visit.
home
and
its
responsibility
in
the
Wardell MacFarland and son, Arfrom Sanford.
Sunday services at the Methodist
thur.
accompanied
by Clayton rearing of the children.
• • • •
Church will have as the pastor's ser
Oliver motored Sunday to South
Mr. and Mrs. William Eells of
Nuptials Solemnized
mon ’’The Great Deliverer." The
Bristol. On return they were ac- Fitchburg, spent Sunday and MonA church wedding of interest to companied by Mr. MacFarland's i oay witih Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tol theme of the evening service will be
local residents took place June 36 in son, Elbridge, who has been passing man. The men were successful in "The Man Who Went With the
the Mehodist Church in Dorchester, a week with relatives in South Bris- catching two large black bass Mon- Crowd " Special music at both serv
ices.
Mass., when Miss Charlotte Gibson tol.
day in Chickawaukee Pond.
of Boston became the bride of Dr.
Earl Achorn will preach at the
Mrs. Florence Wallace is visiting , Miss Doris Hall has assumed her
Arthur Woodman of this flown. The
I Baptist Church Sunday at morning
her son Oscar Wallace and Mrs. duties as assistant secretary for the
bride, a graduate of the Teachers
and evening services, in the absence
Rockport Carnival.
_ „
,
,
.
.
.
. Wallace in Mattapan. Mass.
College, has been a teacher in the ,
of the pastor, 'Rev. J. W. Hyssong.
Mrs. Annie Thurston had as guests
Boston schools several years
' GuesU wh° helPed celebrate the
Should the weather be unfavorable
The groom, son of Dr and Mrs Fourth at the home of Mr. and Mrs. over the Fourth her sister Mrs. for the old fashiontd lawn social I
George
Reed
and
Mr.
Reed.
Daniel Woodman of this place, is , Albion Wotton were Mrs. William
scheduled for the evening of July 14
Mrs. Maud Bradley was dinner
a graduate of the Boston University Bramhall. Mr. and Mrs. Myron
at the garden of Miss Marian Weid
Medical School and is now an estab- Mank and daughter. Lucille. Mr. and gUest of Miss Olive Tolman on the man, the affair will become an In
lished physician registered to practice Mrs. Edmund Wotton. son Lee and holiday,
door social. Miss Weidman opening
in Maine. Dr Woodman is associ- ■ daughter Joyce of Rockland. Mr. and 1 Mrs. Robert Webster of Rockland her attractive home for the puprpose
Mrs.
Frank
Wotton
of
Waldoboro
spent Wednesday with her mother,
ated with hls father here. He has
Mrs. Hiram Robbins returned
also opened offices in Vinalhaven. I Mr. and Mrs Chester Wotton and Mrs. Annie Bucklin and was Joined at
Tuesday from Knox Hospital and is
Dr and Mrs Woodman will occupy daughter.. Luree. Mrs Daisy Sim- supper by Mr. Webster.
making satisfactory progress toward
Mrs Lucy Poole's house upon thelr mens. Miss Ethel Stebbins. Arthur
Mrs. Lenora Fores is occupying her recovery from her recent serious ill
return from a wedding trip in the Simmons. Lorenzo Creamer. Luther new home, the Crandon house, hav
ness.
i Wotton. Mabie Wotton. Mrs. Gert
White Mountains.
ing sold her farm to Mr. Loffman.
Mrs. Everett Pitts is in Boston
rude
Simmons,
Mrs.
Amy
Stebbins.
Attending the wedding were Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant and
Mr and Mrs L' ° Packard of called by the Illness of Mr. Pitts who
Sarah W. Brown and Mrs. Alice W. son Lewis. A colorful display of fire- Needham called last Saturday on is in the Framingham hospital suf
Grant, sisters of the groom.
fering from infection in the foot.
works was a pleasurable attraction {r*ends ln ^e neighborhood,
Another church wedding was that
Mrs C. W Henry has arrived from
for the visitors.
j Mrs. Nellie Perry and Miss Mabel
of Miss Jean Stanley of Cranberry
Philadelphia to spend the summer at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Sampson
of
Oxton
en
^
ed
_
an
an
p
u
^
1
0Utin
J
Isle when on June 20 she was mar
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oxton of Rut Orchard Farm, Beauchamp Point.
ried to Wallace Start of Camden. The Bath were in town last Sunday for
Mr. and Mrs James Miller, daugh
land. Mass., early in the week. They
bride is a graduate of the University a call on relatives.
had dinner at Witham's then mo ter Ruth and E. S. Merrill returned
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winchenpaw
of Maine. The groom is employed in
Tuesday from Newport. Vt. where
tored to Spruce Head Island.
Dorchester, Mass. Those attending and family of Lawry motored Sunday
they spent the weekend and holiday
Haying
is
well
under
way
here.
the wedding were Miss Phyllis Dun to Bucksport.
with Mr. and Mrs. Miller's son Mau
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bronkie and
can, a bridesmaid, Mrs. Katherine
Rev. William Lewis and son Ken
rice, who has employment there
sons
Jack
and
pud
of
Plainville,
Duncan. Mrs Nora Waterman. Mr. neth have returned from a three
Maurice accompanied them home for
Conn.. Charles Bronkie of Hartford
and Mrs. Murray Stone and their ] weeks' trip to Quebec,
a vacation.
Richard Anderson of Quincy. Mass and Rcger Bronkle °f Bridgeporl
daughter Helen.
Dr. and Mrs. George Ingraham of
is passing the summer with his spent the holiday with Mrs Inez Providence, arrived Wednesday for
grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin jBronkicTENANT'S HARBOR
a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John Erickson and Miss Doris M. W. Spear
Lawry.
Frank Mortis and son, Alfred.
Erickson of Natick. Mass, were
Ross Patterson was at home from
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Watts and
Unparalled values in women's foot guests of Mrs. Inez Bronkie and Miss Portland for the weekend holiday.
daughter Mary motored recently to wear and men's furnishings will be Jane Bronkie early in the week
Miss Katherine Simonton and
Milford. Mass., returning Tuesday. featured next week in the sale at the
friend from New Jersey are vaca
While In that vicinity they took trips Levi Seavey’s Clothing Store. Watts
RAZORVILLE
tioning at the Pascal cottage. Bal
to Franklin Park. East Boston Air Block. Thomaston. This is a tre
lard Park.
port and also enjoyed dog races at mendous stock of high grade cloth
Revs. Albert Smith and William
The Nitsumsosum Club members
Taunton, Mass. They will again ing and shoes being sold at amazing Smith of Gardiner were recent visit
and husbands met Monday night at
visit in the latter city later in the ly low prices.—adv.
ors at the homes of Edith Overlock the home of Mr and Mrs. Frederick
season.
and Maud Merrifield.
Richards with bridge as the chief
Miss Maude Morris has returned
Mrs.
Stanley
Jones
has
been
visit

diversion
High honors went to Mrs.
HOPE
from a visit in New Jersey, Milford,
ing relatives in Massachusetts re Clyde Spear and Clarence Munsey
Mass., and Vermont.
Miss Katherine True is at Camp cently.
with Earlene Davis and Douglas Bis
A service will be conducted July 16 bee receiving low score.
Hitanowa, Litchfield to act as counwear and men's furnishings will be -ellor for the summer.
at the chapel by the Union Pray
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Campbell of
featured next week in the sale at the
James Wentworth is attending the ing Band.
South Portland were last weekend
Levi Seavey’s Clothing Store, Watts Boy Scout Jamboree in Washington
Linwood Chaot of Hallowell and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes.
Block, Thomaston. This is a tre
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy en Washington was the leader at a re
Miss Ruth Orbeton is attending
mendous stock of high grade cloth joyed a trip to Mt. Katahdin over the cent community meeting, the com
summer session at
Farmington
ing and shoes being sold at amazing holiday.
pany again gathering last night at Normal School.
ly low prices.—adv.
Miss Mary Bills of this place and the Prescott home.
Mr. and Mrs William Proctor of
Mrs. Maud Howard and Mrs. Edith Lewiston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould of Camden
NORTH WASHINGTON accompanied by Mrs. Grace Lincoln Overlock passed Wednesday in Union. Edgar S. Bohndell.
of Waltham. Mass., enjoyed a trip
Arthur E Johnston 2d was recent
Mrs. Frank Rider spent Saturday
Visitors the Fourth at the home of last weekend to Quebec.
ly married to Miss Janette Littlefield and Sunday with Mr. Rider in North
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest were
Ralph Pearse barely escaped seri of Portland in which city Mr. John Haven. He accompanied her home
Oeorge Lenfest of Belmont, Mass., his ous injury Frida)' when part of the ston has employment and where the
Sunday and spent the Fourth with
brother, Maurice and family of gravel pit, where he was loading a young couple will be at home to his family.
Wakefield. Mass., William Lenfest. truck, caved in covering him with friends following la brief wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Small and
two brothers and two sisters of Bath. about two feet of gravel. Mr. Pearse trip.
daughters Nancy and Patricia are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crummitt was taken to hls home where he has
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bowes were spending a week with his sister, Miss
and family were guests Sunday of since been conflhed to bed.
callers Sunday at Maud Howard's.
Helen Small.
Mrs. Frank French in Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Keene of Wa
Bert Hayward is attending sum
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Lenfest, El tertown. Mass, spent last weekend in mer school at Columbia University. have been passing a few days at their
bridge Lenfest and Frederic Lenfest town.
Mrs Hayward and Joan Hayward camp at Norton's Pond.
motored Monday to Rockland.
Mrs. Arvilla Jackson is visiting are visiting Mr. Hayward's mother in
Donald Cunningham, his parents. friends in Bar Harbor.
New York for a few days.
LONG COVE
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham and
The first church services of the sea
Cecil Bradstreet and family of
W. A. Palmer were in Rockland for son were held Sunda?. Rev. Guy Providence are occupying their sum
Unparalled values in women’s foot
the holiday.
Robbins gave an interesting sermon mer home here.
wear and men's furnishings will be
Elbridge Lenfest and Merrill on "Patriotism."
Mrs. Charles Vanner had as holi featured next week In the sale at the
Turner were business visitors last
day guests her niece, Mrs. Ruth Levi Seavey's Clothing Store. Watts
Saturday in Augusta.
Ted—You remind me of an qld Hawley and Mr. Hawley.
Block. Thomaston. This is a tre
Warren Lenfest who has employ friend of mine.
Edith Overlock attended the dis mendous stock of high grade cloth
ment in Windsor, spent the Fourth at
Ethel (haughtily)—Indeed! How trict meeting of Baptist Churches ing and shoes (being sold at amazing
hls home here.
,
old, please?—Stray Stories.
held Tuesday in South Liberty.
ly low prices,—adv.
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Startling and sensational
CIRCUS GROUNDS

AIRPORT

VINALHAVEN

VINALHAVEN ARTISTS

At Union Church Sunday at the 11
o'clock service. Rev. Arthur Leigh will
speak from the subject "The Four
Gates to 'the City." There will be
special anthems by the vested choir
The doors will be open every day
from 9 to 5 o'clock for visitors to view
the religious paintings "Thy Will Be
Done" and "The Lord's Supper." by
L. A. Coombs, artist.
Mrs. Rachel Gove, who has beer,
guest of relatives, has returned to
Auburn.
Mrs. Harold Marr and children of
Portland are visiting her grandmother
Mrs. William Clayter.
Misses Margaret and Louise Libby
of Wollaston arrived Thursday.
The Butterflies will meet tonight
with Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter.
Mrs. Clyde LeCounte and daugh
ter Mrs. Edith Carr of Portland were
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Lida
White.
Albert Annis of Waltham, Mass., is
at the home of his sister. Mrs. Edward
Carver, for a visit.
Dr. Ralph Earle of Altoona. Pa.,
has arrived and will begin practice in
town.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Averick of New
York are at their estate on Dog Fish
Island.
At the Grand Army rooms Lafayette
Carver Corps met Tuesday night. Sup
per was served by Mrs. Montilieu
Grindle, Lillian Lawry and Eleanor
Conway. The mystery package was
drawn by Mts. Marion Sholes. A
cake sale will be held at Senter
Crane's store Friday at 2 with a com
mittee. Florence Smith. Eliza Patter
son, Marion Sholes and Abby Hutch
inson.
News has been received of the death
of Alex Moire of Marlboro. Mass.,
which occurred Tuesday In Rockland,
where with Mrs. Moire he had mo
tored to meet their son Raymond, who
passed the weekend with relatives in
town and was returning home. Mr.
Moire i^ also survived by a daughter,
Mrs. Hermione Moire Johnson. Mr.
and Mrs. Moire and family were for
mer residents of this town.

Unite In Benefit Concert Of Rare
Merit—Classical Program Delights
Music Lovers

Dr. Stratton will be in his
haven office from the arrival
beat Tuesday morning. July
til the departure Wednesday
ing.—adv.

Vinal
of the
13 un
morn

“The office boys at our place had
a sit-down strike for three weeks
last month."
"A sit-down strike for three
weeks? Goodness, why didn't you
settle it sooner?"
"Because it was that long before
we realized they were striking!”—
Windsor Star.

It was an exceptionally appreci
ative audience that greeted the dis
tinguished artists of the Vinalhaven
summer colony who so kindly con
tributed to a program at th? benefit
concert given Tuesday night in Me
morial hall.
It was sponsored by the American
Legion and was formed of: Overture,'
"Poet
and Peasant," Vinalhaven
Band: original poem, “The Light
house. Hepsipah, Island Born, Mari
ners Chart," Harold (Vinal; clarinet
solo, "Sally In Our Alley," R. Mont
Arey: song. Nocturne, Mrs. Elizabeth
Earle: waltz. Thousand and One
Nights. .Vinalhaven Band; songs. Non
No Parole. Dissonance, Habanero.
Miss Louise Bernhardt.
Piano solos. Two Etudes, Ballade,
David Moyer; march, Stars and
Stiipes Forever, Vinalhaven Band.
Accompanists were Miss Ollie M.
Walters and Harold Vinal.
All the artists were at their best and
responded graciously with encores. It
was a concert of the highest class and
an exceptionally rare musical treat,
as all numbers were brilliantly per
formed.
Mr. Arey. besides Lis solo, did fine
work as guest conductor, and Miss
Walters and Mr. Vinal were able ac
companists.

MEDOMAK
Mrs. Clara Collamore passed last
weekend with her brother in Damari
scotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons and
children spent Sunday and Monday
with Mrs. Simmons' mother in Lew
iston.
Mrs. Louisa Burns and Mrs. Evie
Murchand of Friendship recently
visited their mother. Mrs. Jennie
Teel.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Ralph Genthner and
children were Rockland visitors Sat
urday night.
Robert Murray of Montclair. N. J.
has arrived to spend the summer
with his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Hunter.
Mrs. Louisa Phillips and son. Mar
tin of Washington, D. C. is making
a season's visit at the home of her
father Sidney Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hogdon and
two children of Waterbury, Conn, are
guests of Mrs. J. H. Miller.
Miss Elizabeth Willey and a group
of friends from Lowell. Mass., were
at her cottage last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rideout and
children of Niagara Falls. N. Y.. re
cently visited Mrs. Rideout's sister,
Mrs. Fred Keene.

ON PLEASANT STREET

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown of South
Portland were visitors Sunday at
The Baptist Sewing Circle met the home of Mr. and Mrs. Loren Teel.
Aden Craven and guests are at the
Wednesday with Mrs. Electa Hop
I Fo'Caslle for a month's visit.
kins.
Mrs. Linda Hart is gaining in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pratt and
.
family have returned to Kennebunk I health slowly.
Miss Alice Breen has employment
port.
Miss Ellen Grovesvenir of New at the hotel.
Merrill Chadwick is driving the
Jersey has arrived at her cottage at
mail for Maynard Gardner.
Marshalls Point.
Mis Marjorie Hcedtke and chllDr. Harry Naumer of New York
was with his family over the holiday. ilren Julian and Karen of Melrose,
Miss Rosamond Wilson is employed ■ Mass., are at their cottage Sea Horse
for the season.
at Angier's. Howard's Head
Mrs. Sarah Seavey of Pleasant
Mrs. Jessie Ingerson of Attleboro
Point who has been visiting Iher
Is guest of friends In town.
Mrs Elden Davis has arrived home -ister Ella Maloney at Lenata Mar
after passing several weeks at Way- shalls is in Thomaston for a visit
with her brother William Maloney.
side Inn.
Mrs Alice Trussell recently went
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Broadbent
and son Winston of New York are lo Falmei Mass., where she Is guest
, of friends.
at the Broadbent cottage.
Maynard Gardner has bought the I Miss Gertrude Breen is employed
store formerly owned by Mrs. Jessie at Mrs. Elsie Giles' in Glenmere.
Ingerson.
Orators shculd always rehearse
The Ericksons have arrived at
their speeches before a looking-glass,
Magee Island.
Mrs. Laura Simmons is employed ays a clergyman! No speech should
as cook for the Angiers In Glenmere be made without due reflection.

PORT CLYDE

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAM) AM) IRENCIIBORO
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
(Eastern Standard Tiinel
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sundav Only
A M. P.M . A M.
A.M. P.M, P.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7 00 5.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 1055 6.00 435
(>.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
J.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.15
S.15
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.43 5 30 5.30
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
76-tf

HATES'

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

AU *OOMJ WITH |AT»
!»•<*•< •Mljy

500 Roo*At
art** —

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

*’ NORTH STATION

•< JTEP-/e««y..e TRAIN-ROOM"

Page Six
a i the Baptist Church Thursday
night at 7.45.
The 90-foot beam trawler. Eliza
A group of women met at the Levensaler house Thursday afternoon and beth N., which was launched May
organized a Contract Club. Mrs Kav 17 from the yards of the Morse Boat
Decker of Cushing, who is a licensed building Corp., sailed Friday after
Culbertson teacher, was elected di noon from New Bedford, in command
rector. Mrs. Richard O. Elliot was of its owner Capt. Fredrig Nico
chosen secretary and an executive demisen of Fairhaven. Capt. Frank
board consisting of Mrs. James E. I Cushman of this town went as pilot,
Creighton. Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot. Mrs.' Also on board was Mrs. Nicodemisen
Mrs. Lee W. Walker and Miss Har-) and Albert and Prank Souza of
net Dunn. This club will meet every Gloucester.
Friday afternoon the next meeting
to be at the Levensaler House, at Unparalled values in women's foot
wear and men's furnishings will be
2 o'clock.
The annual Baptist Church supper featured next week in the sale at the
and concert will be held Wednesday. Levi Seavey's Clothing Store Watts
An especially fine program will be Block. Thomaston. This is a tre
presented in the auditorium by local mendous stock of high grade cloth
ing and shoes being sold at amazingand visiting artists.
About 100 members and guests of ty 'ow prices.—adv.
the Federated Sunday School en
joyed a picnic Thursday at South
WARREN
Pond. The afternoon was spent in
Mrs Ralph Norwood and daughter
swimming.
Herbert H. Newbert was honored Faith have returned from a visit with
a; a family party at his home Wed her grandmother. Mrs Ellen Conic
nesday as a surprise observance of and father Lloyd Thomas in Lincoln
his birthday. The guests included ville.
Mrs. Newbert. their daughters, Mrs.
Miss Eva Grant of North Haven
Eugene Closson and children, Arlene Is spending several weeks with her
and Adelyn of Linwood, and Mrs. aunt, Mrs. Abbie D. Wooster, East
Richard Webb and son Richard of Warren.
Syracuse. N. Y.. who are also their
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett arguests. Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kinney . rived Tuesday from
Somerville
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Walter I fcjass to spend the season in the I
Eucklin and son Fred Bucklin of Shorten house.
South Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ralph Robinson has dug a cellar
Ames.
under the ell of his house.
Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury who spent
Wayne Starrett was recent guest
a week at her home on Green street,
of
Ernest L. Starrett. Jr., at the lat
returned Wednesday to Fortland.
Mrs Lea Martin of Auburn and ter's camp on the Georges River.
Frank Rowe returned recently from
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Martin of Rock
land. Mass., passed Wednesday with Detroit where he attended the Na
tional Education Association meet
Mr and Mrs. Gleason Cogan.
Seventy-five members and guests ing.
of the Baptist Sunday School en
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie and
joyed a picnic Wednesday at South son Robert returnect Monday from
Pond. A picnic was served at noon ) Mansfield. Mass. where they visited
and the afternoon spent in playing the holiday and weekend with Mr
games and swimming.
and Mrs. Wesley Cook. Their daugh
• • • •
ter Miss Virginia Wyllie will remain,
Maurice Metcalf, formerly of this for two weeks' visit with Miss Eleanor |
town, now of Newton. Mass., is Cook. Alfred Wyllie passed the)
registered at the Knox Hotel.
weekend with Arlington Hudson,
Services at St. John's Church Sun
who accompanied him home Monday
day will be: 9.30 a. m.. Holy Eucha
for a long visit. Mr. and Mrs. Wyllie
rist and Sermon; 7.30 p. m., Evenson
called Monday on Mr. and Mrs. G.
and Sermon. On Thursday. Friday
B. Young in Arlington. Mass
end Saturday Holy Eucharist at 8
Mr and Mrs Ira Hilt of Rockland
a. m.
Mrs. Nelson Russell and daugh were callers Sunday afternoon at
ters, Miss Mugut and Constance of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Plymouth. Mass., are visiting Mr. Stahl. Mrs. Stahl who sustained a
severe fall recently is improved.
and Mrs. Gleason Cogan.
Miss Beatrice Haskell who has been
Robert Young is guest of his cousin
studying violin at the Emanuel OnMiss Margaret Duncan in Stockton
dricek Studion. and is taking courses
F MrT Martha Carter is in South- al the New En*land Conservatory of
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Notices of Appointment

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

«
♦

FOR
SALE
- —--------

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisement! In thia column not to
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
To all persons interested ln either of txceed three lines Inserted once tot 23
bate for the County of Knox. In the the estates hereinafter named:
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
At a Probate Court held at Rockland tional lines five cents each for one time
REFRIGERATOR for sale. Apply 170
the following estates the persons were ln and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents for three times. Six words
~ »y R F SERVICE
—
SOUTH MAIN ST Tel 618-R.
81-83
appointed
Administrators.
Executors. 15th day of June, in the year of our
Guardians and Conservators and on the Iz>rd one thousand nine hundred and
ONE-HORSE mowing machine for
•••Nelson Eddy comes back to
Tim Ryan is perhaps the only
dates hereinafter named:
sale;
also
hayrake.
213
LIMEROCK
ST .
thirty-seven and by adjournment from
Tel. 806-M
82-84
comic on the air who uses material the air on August 8. That's the
GEORGE E. CARR, late of Rockland day to dav from the 15th day of said
date he joins the big Sunday night
FIVE-ROOM house with cellar, for
deceased Nel«on C. Carr of Rockland June. The following matters having
from the pen of a woman. The variety show
was appointed Exr.. May 28. 1937. and been presented for the action thereupon
sale, on Meadow Rd.; price $550. small
writer is his presided over by
hereinafter
indicated
lt
is
hereby
payment
down, bal. ln rent. V. F.
qualified by filing bond May 29 1937
wife. Irene Don Ameche.
ORDERED
STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154.
CHARLES M
SHEPARD. late of
NOTICE
—
The
owner
of
Deposit
Book
Noblette, who The latter will
82-tf
That notice thereof be given to all No A823 Issued by the Rockland Loan
Union, deceased. Sophie Shepard of
has appeared continue as
Union was appointed Exx.. June 1. 1937. persons Interested, by causing a copy and
TWO ship models ln case for sale,
Building Association has notified
with him on master of cereof
this
order
to
be
published
three
without bond.
the Association that said Deposit Book built by the late A. W. Hatch: can be
both the vaude moniec with
SUSIE B. CAMPBELL, late of Rock- wee$s successively in The Courler-Ga- has been lOBt. and that he requests a seen at 20 BEECHWOCD3 STREET.
lend. deceased
Ludwig Starling of : zette. a newspaper published at Rock duplicate of the same ROCKLAND Thomaston.
82*84
ville stage and Eddy as the
South Portland was appointed Exr , May Pan<*‘ 11 said County, that they may LOAN AND BUILDINQ ASSOCIATION.
THREE-PIECE living room set for sale,
radio. Ryan musical starring
18. 1937. and qualified by filing bond appear at a Probate Court to be held By H O QURDY. Secretary. Rockland also Majestic radio, day bed. breakfast
points out that feature.
at said Rockland on the 20th day of Maine. June 18. 1937 .
June 2. 1937
72-S-80 set. banjo clock, wall clock, bedroom
July A D.. 1937. at 8 o'clock ln the
many women
ABBIE CALDERWOOD. late of Vinal forenoon, and be heard thereon If
chair. MRS. C. W. PROCTOR. 39 Union
rank in the up
St.
82-84
haven. deceased. Florence E. Gross of they see cause.
Mel
per brackets of ton•••James
Vinalhaven
was
appointed
Exx
.
June
1.
GOOD JERSEY COW for sale, due to
will have j
AUGUSTA L ROKES, late of Union,
1937 and qualified by filing bond June
comedy in all more guest stars
freshen July 16 A WICK. Rt 131.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
2, 1937.
Union, near Butler's Garage
82*84
fields of enter on his Sunday j
WILLIAM E PERRY, late of Brookline. thereof, asking that the same may be
tainment and Night Party pro
DING DONG property for sale at St.
Mass., deceased. Harold E Perry of proved and allowed and that Letters
George, on river about
acre. FRED
are qualified to gram this Sum- ; ’
New Bedford. Mass., and Maurice R. Testamentary issue to Lorenzo W Had
MAN wanted by month for farm work SMALLEY, Tenant's Harbor.
write as well as mer. Guest sing! Perry of West Hartford. Conn . were ap ley of South Portland, he being the
""
82*84-88*90-94*96
C
B
TOLMAN,
Warren.
Maine.
R.F.D.
1.
Executor
named
ln
said
Will,
without
pointed Exrs.. Feb 16. 1937 and quali
Tim Ryan
act.
Box 113.
81*83
ers will be
Nelson Eddy
fied by filing bond May 14. 1937. Rodney bond.
SINGLE and double harnesses for
brought
ln
but
I Thompson of Rockland appointed
MIDDLE-AGED man wanted to do sale; also farm wagon, mowing machine,
CLARA E FISKE. late of Owl's Head,
•••Francia White lists the quali none of the singers except Melton
Agent ln Maine.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate farm chores; must be good milker. E. hay tedder, two-row cultivator and po
tato digger. JOHN T. BURGESS. Wal
fications of a successful radio vocal himself will be a "regular." Comedy
FANNIE B KALLOCH late of Warren, thereof, asking that the same may be E CHAPMAN. West Neck. Nobleboro
81*86 doboro. Maine
81-83
deceased Edwin J. Kalloch of Warren proved and allowed and that Letters
ist as follows; skill ln singing, team of Tom Howard and George
was appointed Exr . June 15. 1937, with Testamentary issue to Pearl H Flske
SIX-ROOM house. lights, running
GIRL wanted for general housework
thorough musical background, Shelton, the New Yorkers chorus,
of Owl’s Head, he being the Executor willing to leave Rockland winters. MRS water, garage; centrally located near
out bond.
Robert Emmet Dolan's orchestra
RALPH J. PHILBROOK. late of Owls named in said Will, without bond.
R L. WILSON. 48 Talbot Ave.
81-83 school, church and water. SUSIE DA
“mike" presence, ability to cooperate and
remain.
VIS. Rockport.
81*83
Head, deceased. Beatrice M. Philbrook
LULIE UFFORD. late of Union, de
MAN wanted to board ln nice home
with others, and talent in actingl
of Rockland was appointed Exx., June ceased. Will and Petition for Probate Apply
GIRLS BICYCLE for sale. 1937 model,
65 No. Main street.________ 75-tf
•••Most popular of the Holly
15. 1937. without bond.
thereof, asking that the same may be
used one month. $20 cash. TEL. 364-J.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, to go home 14 Suffolk St
•••Jane Froman, radio's lovely wood stars
81*83
EMMA T MORTON, late of Friendship, proved and allowed and that Letters
lark who has the among the radio .
deceased. Lena A. Davis of Friendship o.’ Administration with the will an nights Write J. D. care The CourierHOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale 289
80-82
was appointed Exx.. June 15. 1937, with nexed be issued to Herbert L. Grinnell Gazette.
starring role on production men j
BROADWAY. Tel 539-d.
81-83
of Union, or some other suitable per
out bond.
GIRL for housework wanted. OVER
the Jack Benny is 011 v ia De j
HORSE and cow for sale. P. W SKAY.
NESS SARKESIAN, Tel 568-W.
80-82
JULIETTE LOOKE. late of Owl s Head, son. with bond.
summer show, is Havilland. She's ;
Crawford Farm. Union.
81*83
deceased. Mollie L Johnson of Owl s
TWO small old ship lanterns wanted
JULIA A HARWOOD, late of Hope,
a musician of a thorough >,i
1927 MODEL~T‘Pord Touring Car in
Head was appointed Admx.. June 15. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro at once. TEL Rockland 853-13 .
78tf
note in addition trouper, wills*
1937. without bond.
good condition, good tires. $30 cash.
bate thereof, asking that the same may
MASON work wanted by good reliable
to being one ol take a Job at a »
EDWARD J MOREY, late of Rock be proved and allowed and that Let mason FRANK E GRAY. 21 Frederick No other terms. Call after 5 p m.
RILEY DAVIS. Pleasant Point. Maine
land. deceased. Charles H. Morey of ter- of Administration with the will anavu
radio's most fa moment's notice £>
«O»73-tf _______________________ »83
'
Rockland wa« appointed Admr. C.T.A.. nexed be Issued to Arthur S Harwood I
mous vocalists. and "give" to si
of
Hope,
or
Rome
other
suitable
person,
June 15. 1937. without bond.
JOHNSON "Sea Horse" out board
Jane first the limit. New to ’ I
motor, for sale. 4’2 H P. Like new,
WILBUR N KELLEY late of Rockland without bond
achieved n e t- her however was |
cheap.
H. C. LEACH. Pleasant Beach
deceased
Almon
P
Richardson
of
ESTATE JENNIE 6 JACKSON, late ♦
work recognition one of those fa- g’**., v
81-tf
Rockland was appointed Admr.. June 15. of Washington, deceased Petition for
as the director mous Music Hall “
♦
1937. and qualified by filing bond June Administration, asking that Arbor SldeMcCORMICK 2-horse mower for sale;
| 17. 1937
of her own band spots with Bcb 5
llnger of Newcastle, or some other suit
fine condition. W A. BESSEY. Union.
Burns, the gen- j.
<.».
over NBC,
DANIEL G WENTWORTH of Appleton able person be appointed Admr with
81*83
MODERN 5-room apartment with
Helen Gushee of Appleton was appointed out bond.
tleman from”
DANISH ball heads red cabbage and
639-J . City. 20 Camden St.
79-tf
Guardian
June
1.
1937.
and
qualified
••• Charles Arkansas. She Olivia De Havilland
snow-ball cauliflower plants for sale.
ESTATE ELLWIN G BRANN. late of
by filing bond June 17. 1937.
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to EDWIN A DE.AN. Rockland. Tel. 671-J.
Washington,
deceased
Petition for
Jane Froman
Martin estimates surprised every
A MINNIE PLUMMER late of Cam- Administration, asking that Harry W let. bath
FOSS
HOUSE.
77
Park
St
.
81-86
that he spent body with a gift for comedy.
: den. deceased.
Martha P. Hewett of Brann of Washington, or some other Tel. 330.
82-tf
SIX-ROOM modern bouse lor sale.
six solid hours telephoning and
Camden was appointed Executrix June suitable person be appointed Admr,
•••Sedley Brown and Allie Lowe
8DCOND floor apartment to let. 5 Almost new. Locand in rhcuiasiuu.
| 15. 1937. and qualified by filing bond without bond.
sending wires to locate a man who
rooms, bath. $15 month, 34 Pleasant St.; For details, apply W. J ROBERTSON.
June 17. 1937.
spoke for exactly 30 seconds on a Miles, the conductors of the "Hus
77-tf
ESTATE ANNIE E. WRIGHT, late of also first floor apt at 36 Pleasant St . Lumber Yard. Thomaston.
: C.EOROE R C AZ ALLIS, late of Cush
recent “Johnny Presents" program. bands and Wives” program, haven't
81-83
Petition for 5 rooms, bath. TEL 883-W.
STANDING HAY for sale, or will cut
ing. deceased.
Lizzie E Young of Vinalhaven. deceased.
had a vacation ln seven years. You
Administration,
asking
that
Oeorge
T
i of Cushing was appointed
Exx .
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. In by halves. FLORENCE FROST. Beech•••The thousands who enjoy listen can imagine how they feel these tor
June 15. 1937. and qualified by filing Wright of Vinalhaven. or some other excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 War woods St., Thomaston.
81*83
suitable person be appointed Admr,
ing to "Pepper rid summer days when they open the
bond June 21. 1937.
ren
St Apply at 11 JAMBS 8T
81-tf
FOUR WEEKS old pigs for sale. K
without bond.
sacks
of
mail
received
every
day
to
Young's Family"
DANIEL H CHURCHILL., late of RockW DEAN. West Rockport. Tel. Camden
FURNISHED apartment to let. three 3917
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late of Wor
! land, deceased.
Helen M Nelld of
know that Pep- find that most of the "Husbands and
80-82
rooms and Lath; modern TEL. 972-R
cester.
Mass
.
deceased
Petition
for
j
Rockland
was
appointed
Admx.,
June
Wives"
mail
is
about
vacations
and
■ per, as played by
MOWING MACHINE lor sale; also
82*84
la. 1937. and qualified by filing bond Administration, asking that Alan L
whether
hus

s Curtis Arnall, is
hayrack and other farming Implements.
Bird of Rockland, or some other suit
| June 21. 1937
FIVE-ROOM downstair tenement to
E. W. FOLLETT. 25 Dunton Ave
s a real American bands and wives
EDWARD J. WARDWELL. late of Cam- able person be appointed Admr . with let, llghu, garage, cellar; $12. 13 MAV MRS
____________ _________________80-82
should
take
sep

® boy on the radio.
[ den. deceased. Louis J Wardwell of bond
ERICK STREET
80*82
arate
vacations.
FRESH vegetables picked to order—
Camden was appointed xr.. June 15. 1937.
,« Off the air he's
ESTATE AURIE A. DYER, late of Vi
1 and qualified by filing bond June 24 nalhaven. deceased
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet. En- Oreen peas cabbage, strawberries Del
) | the same person
Petition for Ad
ln city. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
1937.
quire
12
KNOX
ST
Tel
156-W
81-tf
•••W.C.
Fields
ministration.
asking
that
Sidney
E
because he's
568-W.
80-82
MINNIE A STAALESEN late of Owl s Mills of Vinalhaven. or some other suit-)
spending every is a “table"
floor furnished Apt., to let
Head. dect used. Mabel A Pillsbury of able person be appointed Admr.. with atSECOND
DAVIS farm for sale. Good buildings
broadcaster.
He
14
MASONIC
ST.
81*83
available mo
' Owl s Head was appointed Exx . June out bond.
sightly location; fine summer home;
ment this sum sits at a table a|
1 15. 1937. and qualified by filing bond
SIX-ROOM modern house to let. Ap blueberry pasture. MRS GE31TRUDE M
ESTATE
ANNIE
B
BROWN,
late
of
with
h
i
s
side
'
June
25.
1937.
STUDLEY. Thomaston. Me
77-82
mer on the yawl
Friendship
deceased.
Petition for ply W J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard.
77-tf
IRVING E MURCH. late of Rock Administration DBN C.T.A. asking Thomaston.
he bought—with turned to the &I
RICH dark loam and gravel for sale
studio
audience
*fl
port.
deceased.
Lola
Murch
Culver
of
garden and lawns delivered.
his radio earn
that Melvin Lawry of Friendship, or
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let. for flower
Jacksonville. Fla . was appointed Exx . some other suitable person be appointed
167-11 or 23-W WM. ANDERSON.
ings. He sails the never "mugs" oi
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard Tel.
June 15. 1937. and qualified by filing Admr. DBN. CTA. with bond.
West
Meadow
Road
________ 78tf
gestures,
and
boat evenings
Thomaston.
77-tf
bond June 26. 1937 Agnes B Merrill
USED mackerel and herring barrels
ESTATE IRVING E MURCH. late of
Curtis Arnall
and week ends. reads from a
of Auburn was appointed Agent ln
SMALL
furnished
apartment
to
let.
and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
script on a music
i Maine.
Rockport, deceased Petition for Con
also two unfurnished 100 Union St.. various sizes. Write for particulars.
•••Edgar Guest reports that his rack. Other
, JOHN D AUSTIN, late of Winthrop. firmation of Trustee, asking that Lola LEOLA ROSE.
76-tf HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
M
Culver
of
Jacksonville.
Fla
be
con

| Mass . deceased. Leila L. Austin of said
file of applications for “It Can Be members of the
W. C. Fields
78-tf
I Winthrop. Mass . was appointed Execu firmed as Trustee of the estate given In
FURNISHED front room to let $4
Done'' programs would indicate that cast who par
USED pianos, uprights, tor sale, or to
week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. 78-tf
trix April 20 1937. without bond Ar
women arc more courageous than ticipate in the famous leud comedy,
ot
Rockport.
presented
by
said
Lola
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
thur L. Orne of Rockland was appointed
M. Culver
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
work across the table from him.
men in overcoming handicaps.
Agent in Maine
FULLER. 25 Linden street. Tel. 108-J
78-tf
WILLIAM H PRICE, late of Rock
ESTATE LYDIA A HATHORN late of
71-82
port. deceased Vertner A Beckett of 8t George, deceased Petition for Li
HOUSE In Thomaston for sale, fur
rnomas
was appointed Exr . June 15. cense to Sell certain Real Estate, sltuTWO modern flats to let. one fur nished; five rooms, bath, electric lights
west Harbor where she has employ- IMusic in
is
the Miss Etta Benner of South Gardiner. Amateurs. Biosh; Neighbor to thi / Thomaston
lfc.7. ar
and qualified by filing bond July
nished. Call at C. M BLAKES Wall Oood neighborhood Price reasonable.
..
summer with her parents. Mr. and
Dr. Charles De Perri and mother Sky; The Evergreen Tree, Taber'W I. 1937
Paper Store.
73-tf Apply to F. D ELLIOT. Thomaston
ment at the Claremont Hotel for the
76-tf
Mrs. S. F. Haskell. Enroute she spent of Wiscasset were at Hillcrest Farm Juveniles—Denmark Caravan. Owen; CALISTA S COLE late of Rockport. Bachelder of St. George. Admr
remainder of the summer.
FOUR-room
apartment
to
let.
fur
_
, j
______ „„„„
,v.„4 deceased
Lincoln-Alliance Bank and
ALTON T RUSSELL, late nished and heated; garage. 88 Pleasant
an afternoon with her sister Miss Monday.
Tangled Waters. Means. Song of the- —ru5t company of Rochester. N Y was of ESTATE
Mrs. J. U. Teague, who has been
Rockport, deceased First and final
78-tf
~
■'appointed Exr. June 15. 1937. and qual account presented for allowance by St . Tel. 913-J. Adults only
Marguerite Haskell in Portland.
The date selected by the commit- Iroquois. Bunce; —
The -----Little Gray
visiting Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn,
ified by filing bond July 2. 1937 Edward Olivia Carroll, Admx.
STEAM heated office to let, central
Mr and Mrs. Harry Dente re
K Gould of Rockland was appointed
location Tel 133
78-tf
n. L. H. 11 u
for several days, returned to North
tee for the Bi-centennial Anniversary Goose. Bunce.
Agent ln Maine.
ESTATE IDA M BABBIDOE. late of
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Weymouth. Mass., today. Her son. turned Monday to Cambridge. Mass . Eall. will be July 23 in Glover hall
"
Attest:
Rockland deceased
First and final
ONE
account presented for allowance by modern. Apply at Camden & Rockland
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Unparalled values in women's fool
Gordon, remained for a longer visit. after a holiday visit with Mr. and Music will be furnished bv Dick EmWater Co.. Tel. 634
.
7-tf
Perley N. Bartlett. Exr.
79-S-85
Mrs. Donald MathewDAY
ery orchestra of Lewiston. The ball wear and mens furnishings will be
At the Federated Church Sunday
ESTATE LOUISE A GRAY, late of
Chester Pascal of Rockport and will be given under the auspices of featured next week in the sale at the
•••
ONLY.
School will be at 9 45; morning serv
Thomaston, deceased. First and final
friend were callers Sunday on Miss the Woman's Club. Mrs. Eleanor Bar- Uv* Seave>"s Clothing Store Watts
account presented for allowance by
WALDOBORO
ice at 11 subject of the pastor's serMarlon L Gratton. Exx.
Block.
Thomaston.
This
is
a
treroon. "What God Has Done For J Georgia Mathews^
rett. chairman. Each member will
ESTATE LOUISE M BURTON, late
mendous stock of high grade cloth
of South Thomaston, deceased
First
Us.” Music will include the anthem. ' Mr and Mrs charles F Dlllowa-V' act as hostess.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Burdick
of
Newand
final account presented lor allow
EXPERT Tailoring. Suite made to
ing and shoes tieing sold at amazing
“I Lift Mine Eyes To Thee' by bon y‘r- and Mrs PaulDilloway. Mr. and
order. Clothing for the entire family
Mystic Rebekah Lodge meets Mon
York have been passing a few days ance by Albion G. Caddy. Exr
*
—
...
ovanine Mrs. Willard Dilloway
of Everett.
ly
low
prices.
—
adv.
remodeled and repaired. Prompt service.
Berge. There will be no evening i
a- their Martin s Point camp.
Prices reatowable NEW YORK TAILOR.
Mass., and Theodore Spiliotis of Lynn day night.
services until further notice.
Corner Main and Summer 8ts.
78-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague re
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Stafford.
spent
last
week
at
Hillcrest
Home

sented for allowance by Ralph O. Ben
♦
Miss Saint Viateur of the College
SPIRITUAL READING. Questions an
ner.
Admr
.
estate
Viola
Benner.
turned
Wednesday
to
Machias,
after
I
Willis
Stafford.
Jr.,
and
Miss
Sarah
stead. the Charles Dilloway place.
♦
swered. Home. Friends. Love. Business
cf the Sacred Heart in Bathurst
Stafford have been visiting Mr. and
affairs 25c and stamp. GEORGE A
Mrs. Annie Davis recently visited being at Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. ’
Quest. N. B.. and John LaBlanc and
JONES. BluehlU Falls. Me
82*85
count presented for allowance by Alan
1923 WHIPPET COUPE for sale, per Mrs. Joseph Stafford.
... .
.
ker daughter Mrs. Maynard Creamer, Teague's for a few days.
sons Victor and Amadious, and
» „
,,
L. Bird. Admr
fect condition. 27 000 mlic^. JOHN W
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining In |
The morning service at tne Con- i LANE. 31 Spruce St.
Miss Harriet Stevens of New York
At the last meeting of the Susan ESTATE L. H C WIGOIN, late of Rockland this summer. Will continue
81-83
daughter Estella of Providence are
city is spending the summer at her gregational Church will be at 10.30 j PAIR HORSES for sale, reasonable nah Wesiey Society entertained by Rockland, deceased First and final ac repairing watches, clocks, antiques all I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young
presented for allowance by Lil kinds. Call and deliver. 8. ARTHUR !
price, good workers, kind
CLINTON Mrs. O G. Barnard at the Methodist count
home here having joined her sister a m.
lian L. Bicknell and Elizabeth F Ben MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rock
L. .CALDERWOOD. Vinalhaven
78-83,
,
....
for a few days.
„
.. .
land. Tel. 958-J
78-tf
Service will be at 10.30 at the Bapu
...
_ — I parsonage plans were made tor the ner. both of Rockland, Exxs.
Mrs John Curran and Miss Joan Mlss Susan Stevens over the holiday
I WENTY-room house built by Gen.
ESTATE WILLIAM A McLAIN. late
BRICK,
cement,
plastering
and
rock
tist
Church:
Church
School
at
12;
Henry
Knox
in
1796
on
Wadsworth
annual
to
be
held
July
29.
Bigg-Wither of Santa Barbara. Cal..
yrs. Jsa Teague was pleasantly
of Rockland, deceased. Second account work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W
n. nninr. corvi^o
i
tjov Mow street, Thomaston, will be sold ><ree
at Give_
to )
ancj ,^irs Thomas Stenger
of presented for allowance by Arthur A GRAY Tel 8533
78-tf
who have been at Miss Rita C. , surprised Wednesday night when a and evening service at 7. Rev. How- Away Prlce (f the buyer
Clough. Admr
Smith's for the past day or two. went! 8™up of friends and relatives as- ard A. Welch, a counsellor at the, preserve lt Also seven-room house on' Philadelphia who have been guests JENNIE M BLACKINGTON. late of LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock- I
..
. .
.
«__
—____ Georges street. Thomaston. Bath, lights.
H
B
...
. , j n,,..,,
sembled at her home to celebrate her Royal Ambassador Camp. Ocean furnace, newly painted: price right j of F. A. Hovey, are now at their Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders ■
to Monhegan Island. Friday for a lew
_ _________ _______ i »».
for Probate thereof, asking that the solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Seven-room house at Walker's Corner.: „
. p j , summer home
birthday. Present were Mr and Mrs Park, will return home today.
78-M
barn and acre of land Many others t0•’r-»Gina ruini summer nume.
same may be proved and allowed and
days' visit.
Edward Harwood of Litchfield. Mr.
Howard Norwood.Jr. of Holyoke, select from DR ALLYNE w Peabody.
Mrs vjvrtle Marrhn has returned that Letters Testamentary issue to LAWN mowers sharpened, called lor
Tei 52-11. Thomaston. Me
7i-tf' Mrs' Myrue Ala’cno nas returnea Aimer J Huston of Portland, he being and delivered Prompt service. Lawn
Mr and Mrs. William Felt, who and Mrs. Gail Robinson, daughter Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
from Medford. Mass., where she has the Executor named In said Will, with roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO,
out bond .
Norwood
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Mary
and
Mrs.
Winnie
Sherman
of
'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
have been with Mr. and Mrs. William
fcten visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles ESTATE WOSTER 8. VINAL late of Tel
791. Rockland.
78-tf
Stevens in South Portland for the South Gardiner Xfr. and Mrs. Ro , Norwood. Sr. He was met in PortsVinalhaven.
deceased
Petition
for
Robertson.
Administration,
asking
that
Mildred
Vi
'
mouth,
N.
H..
by
Mrs
A.
T.
Norwood
land
Walter
and
son
Robert,
Mr.
and
past week, returned home Wednes
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has re nal Hopkins, or some other suitable •
«
be appointed Admx. without
day. Mr. Stevens and daughter Mary, Mrs. Ralph Deane of Waldoboro; I who motored there accompanied bj’
turned from Stamford. Conn., and person
bond.
Mrs.
Alice
Robbins
of
Union
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Mank
and
motoring here to bring them. Mr
opened her home here for the sum ESTATE ELLA M BRANN. late of
Stevens returned Thursday leaving daughter Lucille of Rockland; Mr. Mrs. Margaret Sawyer.
deceased
Petition for ««***.*»•«*****«
mer. Her mother. Mrs. Anna Mc Washington,
Administration, asking that Arthur A
Mrs.
Walter
Bucklin
and
sons
Fred
and
Mrs
Poster
Mank
daughter
his daughter for a longer visit.
Laughlin. who has been staying with Bartlett of Washington, or some other COTTAGE to let by week or month at
1 he Historical Spectacle
Tree Pond; 2 9 miles from Union
person be appointed Admr.. Seven
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Fiske and Louise and son Foster; Mr. and Mrs. and Richard were among those pres-I
Mrs. John Roy. has also returned suitable
Common MRS M. S. DICK. Tel 63-W
without bond.
I
ent
Sunday
at
a
family
party
at
I
Lexton
Mank
and
granddaughter.
81-83
son, Francis. Mrs. Louis Fiske and
home.
ESTATE DANIEL H
CHURCHILL.
Georges.
COTTAGE to let. 6 rooms, running
Edwin Money of Attleboro. Mass Gloria Hart. Perley Hopkins. Mr. Caddy's Point, on the
la!r of Rockland, deceased Petition for
At the meeting of Meenahga License to Sell certain Real Estate, situ water, bath, lights, conveniences; beau
GR£AT£R TMAn A
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. James Felt and Mrs. Ellsworth D. Mank. Mrs. Other guests, included Mr. and Mrs.
situated at Ingraham's Hill. A
Grange Monday night a pleasing ated ln Rockland, and fully described ln tifully
BABYLOniAn fcXTAAVAGANZA
and are also visiting in Clark Island i Maude Mank. and Miss Shirley Herbert Newbert and son Herbert,
said Petition, presented by Helen M E BRUNBERG. Tel 197-W or 151-W
82-84
I program was carried out by the lec- Nelld. Admx.
during a week's stay.
Howard all of North Waldoboro; Miss Harriet Wilson. Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
COTTAGE on Crawford lake for sale.
ESTATE ANNIE F. LOTHROP. late of
! tuier. Mrs. Dorothy Wincapaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Marstin T. Simmons Norman Whitehill of Thomaston; Fred Ames. Mrs. Marlon Williams of
HIS
deceased Petition for Per Just being built. Beautiful view, will
: Twenty members and guests were Rockland,
petual care of Burial Lot. presented by sell reasonable; also smaller cottage to
have returned from Chicago, where [ Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague and : Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs Willis ' 1930 Ford Roadster
let or for sale P W SKAY. Crawford |
present including members of Good Le'.ba Munro of Rockland. Exx
(Mr. Simmons went on business.
] family. Mrs. Doris Overlock and fam- ' Kinney of Rockland; Mrs. Richard
81*83
ESTATE ARTHUR E JOHNSTON, Farm. Union.
1930
Essex
Sedan
Will
Grange.
Warren
and
Progres

v4/»^«cAfl/icel
late of Washington, deceased First and
TWO furnished cottages to let at |
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Kenniston | ily, Maurice Watts, Roger Teague - Wfbb and son of Syracuse, N. Y.;
final account presented for allowance by Hosmer Pond, by week, month or sea- |
sive Grange. Winslow's Mills.
1929 Plymouth Roadster
and son Arnold of Attleboro. Mass., i a'nd Miss Olive Teague. Among the Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson and
Blanche M. Johnston. Admx
son Tel 671-J EDWIN A. DEAN. Rock- 1
The reporter is indebted to Mr. ESTATE CARRIE A. POLAND, late of land
82-S-91 '
arrived Thursday at Mr. and Mrs. many gifts presented to Mrs. Teagu? daughters Adelyn and Arlene; Mr.
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
Union,
deceased
First
and
final
account
FOUR-ROOM cottage to let or for sale
and Mrs. Charles Rowe for a beauWilliam T. Smith's for a few days was a handsome floor lamp, birthday and Mrs. Ramsey and sons Howard
presented for allowance by Ethel Po with garage, near shore on Spruce Head
tilul bouquet of peonies from their land Hall. Admx.
stay
j coke and candy. Ice cream and and Lawrence, all of Whitinsville, I 1929 Roosevelt Sedan
Island. J S ALLARD. Ocean View
81’86
garden. Exquisite varieties in shades ESTATE HERBERT S WEAVER, late Camp. Spruce Head Island.
Mass.
1929 Essex Coach
Services at the Baptist Church ■ cake were served.
of Boston. Mass , deceased First and
BEACH. 5-room cottage
of pink, red and white are samples final account presented for allowance by toAtletCOOPERS
Sunday will be Bible School at 9.45; J Miss Shirley Howard of North
Richard Bucklin was home from
with
electric
lights,
flush
toilet.
I
1929 Nash Sedan
o’ the many carefully tended blooms Oeorge A Weaver. Exr
private beach, from July 9 to Aug 1 Ap
morning worship at 11. the pastor's1 Waldoboro is visiting her aunt Mrs. Gilead for the weekend.
ANNIE F. TOTHROP. late ply to REV B P. BROWNE or MRS
1929 Whippet Sedan
! the Rowes contribute to local flower of ESTATE
New books recently added to the
tcpic to be. “The Light Shineth In Isa Teague.
Rockland deceased First and final RYDER. 36 Masonic St
80*82 1
ON CIRCUS GROUnDS
account presented for allowance by
shOWS.
Darkness." Music
will
include: J Mr. and Mrs. L. V Kelaher. niece shelves of the Public Library are:
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for
1929 Whippet Coupe
Letha Munro. Exx
12 30 and 6:3OP.m.
or to let lor the season; completely
The annual picnic of the Star Club ESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY, late sale
Chorale - Largo" by Handel; two ; Inez Evitta, Louise Baker and John Time at Her Heels. Aldis; The Out
furnished, everything modern. EDWARD
1927
Pontiac
Sedan
of
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
Al

ward
Room.
Brand;
Bittersweet.
OONIA,
City.
____________________
74-tf
was
held
Thursday
at
the
summer
baritone duets. "One Sabbath Eve.", Kelaher all of Lynn. Mass. passed
lowance. presented by William P Hur
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
by Gounod-Rhys-Herbert. Ralph J. jthe weekend at Dorman's Camp. I Chadwick; Paradise. Forbes; Pay
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
home of Mrs. S. II. Weston on ley of Rockland. Widower.
1GKT 8 p.m.
Head Island, on salt water, connected
Davis and William T. Smith, Jr. At1 South Pond, while being guests of Mr. Off at Ladrone. Bennett; A City of
ESTATE CAROLINE S BARRY, late with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13
Keene's
Neck
in
Bremen.
The
1928 Buick Sedan
of
Camden,
deceased
First
and
final
46-tf
7 o'clock Mrs Carl R. Gray of j and Mrs. Charles Dilloway at Hill- Bells. Goudge; The Quiet Shore,
stormy day did not dampen the account presented for allowance by
1928 Ford Sedan
FEATURING
I Haveghurst; A Roof Over Their
pleasure of the members and guests Elizabeth C. Barry and Martha B Cor
Omaha. Neb. and Stone's Point, will crest Farm.
nells. Exxs.
STATE OF MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Devcreux and Heads. Hueston; Gentlemen from j 1927 Buick Coach ,
who attended. Mrs. Esther Shorey. ESTATE AROLINE C. OORWAIZ. late
be the speaker.
Bureau of Taxation—Property Division
First and
worthy matron of Wiwurna Chapter. of Thomaston, deceased
Edward Oxton returned Wednes daughter Carolyn of Everett, Mass., England. Lovelace; Try and Hold, 1927 Essex Coupe
Augusta. July 2. 1937
FAMOUS COWBOY STAR
final
account
presented
for
allowance
by
Is hereby given that the Bureau
O ES., was presented with an at Myles S Weston and Alfred M Strout of Notice
day to Rutland. Mrs. Oxton remain enroute to their summer home at Me. Patterson; A Man There Was.]
• • • •
Taxation will be ln session at the I _________ IN PERSON_________
Exrs.
Provost;
Buckv
Follows
a
Cold
Trail.'
tractive
occasional
table.
Court
House
In
Rockland
on
Thursday
Stockton Springs, were recent call
ing here.
Only Real Big Show Coming
ESTATE ABRAM W. NYE. late of Forenoon, the 15th day of July, at 8 30 1
Prices range from
Raine; Northwest Passage. Roberts;
At the open meeting of the Gar ers on Mrs. Charles Dilloway.
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Li o'clock A M . A D. 1937. In the County
CA
Funny Clowns
PA
of
Knox,
to
secure
Information
to
enable
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Creamer Thirsty Earth. Robinson: Crucible.!
Unparalled values in women's foot cense to sell certain Real Estate, situ
den Club when the subject "Con«Jv Including Funny Ford
$25.00 to $700.00
them to make a Just equalization of the
ated
In
Rockland,
ln
the
County
of
wear and men's furnishings will be Knox, and Portland In the Couty of taxable property ln said County, and to
tinuous Bloom in the Garden" will were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Williams; The Years. Woolf; As of
Investigate charges of concealment of
featured next week in the sale at the Cumberland, and fully described in said property
be shown on the screen and the Charles Dilloway. Fire works and the Gods, Brown; Crucibles, (Biog
from taxation, of undervalu
Petition, presented bv Vora Nye Bemis
raphy)
Jaffe;
How
to
Win
Friends
bcnflre
were
enjiyed.
and
coffee
Levi
Seavey
’
s
Clothing
Store
Watts
ation and of failure to assess property
of
Rockland.
Admx
DB
N..
C.T.A.
lecture read by Miss Rita C. Smith,
Largest Circus in America
liable
to
taxation.
Block. Thomaston. This is a tre
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
Showing At Popular Prices
the prelude will be a group of poems cake cookies and watermelon served and Influence People. Carnegie; I
Eastern Standard Time.
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
Down Town Ticket Sale Circus Day
FRANK H HOLLEY.
mendous stock of high grade cloth County. Rockland. Maine
by Elizabeth Hanly Danforth, read Callers Tuesday at the home of Miss Kennebec poems. Coffin; Salt Water
at Corner Drug Store at No Advance
State Tax Assessor.
Attest:
In Prices.
ty her mother, Mrs. Adelaide Hanly. Mina Williams were Mr. and Mrs Poems. Coffin; The Second Seventy,: RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. ing and shoes being sold at amazing
A E LEWIS. Clerk.
S2-83
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
I Powell; Braiding and Knotting For

♦

Right Out Of The Air

*

• LOST AND FOUND ;

! «

WANTED

I

TO LET

N

ROCKLAND
ULY10

! MISCELLANEOUS ! SAT. U

Old Circus Grounds

FOR SALE

* Summer Cottages !

AMERICA

LOW PRICED
TRANSPORTATION

,'FAUW£LL\
ruMu:

[TARZAN

FREE EXHIBITION

noonsp.m.

REX

COLE

3V

300 - PEOPLE - 300

MILLEBS.'MMEE

This delightful program will be given Wilmott Davis of Waldoboro and

ly low prices.—adv.

79-S-85

Every-Other-Day
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Fuller Friction Shower
Called the ‘‘Fountain of Youth”

OCl ETY

Page Severi

CAMDEN
Drama of War's Futility

It uniquely combines the stimu
lating effect of the Flesh Brush with
the invigorating effect of the shower
bath. You bathe with clean, fresh
flowing water.
FRICTION SHOWER
BRUSH COMPLETE
Special Price Only
FULLER WET MOPS,
89c
FULLER FAMOUS BROOMS,
99c
PROMPT FULLER SERVICE

Torrid weather answered in partial
degree for the scattering attendance
at the performance of “Boomerang"
pioduced Wednesday and Thursday
Rev. Helen Carlson will spend the
nights at the Opera House under
weekend at Paris Hill, and on Sun
sponsorship
of the Friends-in-Counday will supply the pulpit of the
cil.
The
trio
of Amateur Theatre
Phone 4U-W
Paris Baptist Church, her former
F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
pastorate.
Guild actors rendered a competent
93 Limerock Street, Rxkland, Me. account of themselves, supported by
intelligent locals, the only loophole
William A. McLain, Miss Marion
for adverse comment being in their
Keyes and (William Wood of Newton
choice of play.
ville, Mass., are occupying the Spaul
Vital as a peace movement material,
Mrs. Helen Barker, who has been ding cottage at Owl’s Head. They
Ushering midsummer on wings of a vehicle revealing the futility of war
with her sister Mildred O’Donnell the will be Joined next week by Mr. and
past three months, has gone to visit Mrs. Clifford Woods of Shelburne seng, a concert-bridge Thursday at is a bit heavy for summer audiences,
even in Maine. In a community edu
with relatives and friends in Massa Falls, Mass.
the Armory on Spring street will cated to a taste for Ruth Draper,
chusetts. Her marriage to James
again shed radiance from that musi Cornelia Otis Skinner and the finest
Holbrook of Newburyport, Mass., is Miss Betty Holmes is visiting in
cal star often referred to in press in theatricals, a one-act theme drawn
Camden
the
guest
of
her
uncle.
Er

expected to take place soon but no
reports as "The New England Night- out unduly through three episodes,
nest Maxey for the week.
definite date has been set.
leaves the public critical. Briefly
the plot conslster of the activities of
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Richan
Miss Dorinda Adams of Bangor is
a munitions promoter whose beloved
of (Malden, Mass., are guests for a a guest at the home of Charles S.
son was killed in the war instigated
week of Mr. (Richans brother. Dr. J Coughlin, Rankin street.
by his own father, a case of martial
A. Richan, Elm street. Dr. and Mrs.
chickens coming home to roost.
Richan fateo lhave as a guest a liveJ. H. Sweetser of Portland is spend
Worthy and sincere as it undoubt
wire Auburn lad, Willard Richan, ing a fortnight’s vacation in this city,
edly was. “Boomerang" was found
their grandson.
accompanied by Mrs. Sweetser.
wanting in the elements of suspense,
subtlety and artistic finesse; yet the
The Biennial Markings and Field
Mrs. Rlah Knight was hostess at1
individual work was highly credi
Day of the Maine DAR., will be held a beano party given Thursday night
table and conscientious in detail.
at Richmond, Wednesday, July 14. at Grand Army hall under auspices
Presented before women's club con
with headquarters at the Methodist of Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Play.
cerned with pacific policies, the pro
HERE ARE A FEW HIGH LIGHT SPECIALS
Church. All events will take place was preceded by a meeting of the
duction would encounter favorable
on daylight time.
sewing circle in the afternoon and
reaction, whereas a general company
picnic supper. Prizes were won by
must have Its emotion pandered to
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Graves Allie Knowlton. Mrs. Elizabeth Greg-1
rather than its intellect if it is to
have returned to Malden. Mass., after cry. Mrs. Florence Rogers. Mrs. Inez
stamp entertainment with its seal
a short visit at Mrs. Graves' old home Packard and Mrs. Elizabeth Mills. ’
of approval.
The next party will be held Thursday
at Rockland Highlands. :
“Living pictures" designed to por
with Mrs. Knowlton and Mrs. Mur
tray scenes of peacq, as opposed to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Packard were phy in charge.
those of wartime horror were en
recent guests of Willis Lufkin and
acted by Thomas Dickens, Pearl
Mrs. Nellie Hall at Cooper’s Beacii. Mr and Mrs. Alton Palmer were Miss Lotte McLaughlin, whose glori- Knight, Supt. and Mrs. Charles E.
honor guests at a picnic given Friday . our soprano voice will be heard
Lord. Stephen Gross, Walter Laebu, |
Members of the T. and C. Club night by a group of friends of former I Tuesday night at The Armory
Nellie Ames, Dwight Lord and Ruth
had luncheon at Ocean View Tea club members at the George Roberts j________________________________ Damery.
farm in South Thomaston. Those ._ . „ .
.
.. . ,
Room in Camden Friday.
A gaysome prelude of chorus steps j
..
j ..
U ir.gale." known to residents here as
piesent were Mr. and Mrs. Frank ... ...
.
...
_. .
.
.. ...
J ..
.
„
iMiss Lotte McLaughlin. Sharing her gave Katherine Bagley, Lucy Dickens
, , .
Mrs. E. E. Marston returned to Marsh. Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow. I, . .
’
„
talent through teaching, Miss Mc- Dorothy Mitchell the limelight while
... ,
.
.
,
,
Portland Thursday, her son Richard Miss Gladys Blethen, Mr. and Mrs .
.
.
Laughlin has a large class of vocal the audience made the mental note |
,,
. .
remaining to assist at the Clover Jerome Burrows and their house I
. .
.
, __ ,
pupils, many of whom will likewise that it could do with more of this
guests Mr. and Mrs. Charles OBrien _
..
.
..
„
Farm Store for the summer.
1 prove an attraction on the unusually to lighten the sordid tone . Another |
of Milford. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. John
rich program.
scene which merited a blue ribbon for
Mrs. Elsa Constantine, secretary to Pomeroy, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Mur
An introductory chorus number amateurs was the bearding of the war
superintendent of schools office. Mc ray and George Roberts.
will be followed by:
lord in his drawing room by a band |
Lain Building is entering upon a
Sunshine and Happiness,
Speaks oi rabid strikers—a timely and real
Miss Dorothy Black is spending two
Chorus
three weeks’ vacation today.
Heart.
Lohr istic touch. Allen Dyer, as gang
weeks' vacation with relatives at her Rose of MyMiss
Gladys Grant
leader, carried off his bold role with
Love
Is
My
Heart.
Woodman
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Philbrick enter former home in Medford. Mass.
assurance, his followers being Les
Mrs . Ruth Hoch
tained at a family dinner party at
Duet. Barcarolle.
Offenbach ter Gross. Alfred Knowlton, Louis'
Mrs.
Hoch.
Miss
Grant
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham have
Wadsworth Inn, Camden this week,
Lullaby,
Brahm Hary and George Prescott. The im
honoring the birthday anniversaries moved to their cottage at Norton's
Hazel Atwood
Birthday,
Cowan peccable butler was Donald Rollins,
Pond for the summer.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Philbrick.
Mrs. Lillian Joyce
ever mindful of his dignity. Ro
Non o Parole.
Slbellu6
mance played a minor nu‘“ hut a
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost
Mr. and Mrs. William IP. Walsh Hear Me. Ye Winds and Waves. Handel
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Packard, Jr.,
sweetly gracious one through the
Who
Is
Sylvia.
Shubert
are
at
their
summer
home
on
Birch
o' Dayton, O„ motored east recently
Come To the Fair.
Easthope Martin person of Helen Hughes, sweetheart
and were guests of Mr. Packard's Island, Casco |Bay.
Francis Havener
Mountains,
Rosbach of the absent Bill, son of the muniuncle, Carl Packard at Rockville,
Homing.
Del Rlego tions manufacturer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred True are occu
visiting enroute his sisters Miss Alice
Mrs Marianne Bullard
Gossiping neighbors must, it seem:
Reading.
Packard in New York and Miss Mary pying for two months a cottage at Musical
Mrs Helen Patricia Wentworth
play a part in every show having a
Let- My Song Fill Your Heart. Charles
Packard in Vermont. Mr. Packard South'Bristol.
mral or town setting. Inserted foi
Mrs. Esther Berman
has a fine position with the General
Years At the Spring.
humor, the role is often overdone
Mrs. H. H. A. Spring
Successor to G. W. PALMER & SON, Jewelers
Motors Co., having been with that
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Palmer of Pitts
but it was handled adequately on this
Morning
concern for the past 12 years.
field, formerly of Rockland, are at Auf Wledersehen
ROCKLAND, MAINE
CORNER MAIN & WINTER STREETS,
occasion by Martha Gross, dressed |
Glow Worm
Saunders' Cabins for a week.
with rather too much exaggeration [
The Bubble
Mr. and Mts. Charles E. O’Brien
Chorus
but otherwise supplying an excellent1
Maurice L. Duncan has returned| ^^".‘nn^ceo
and young daughter of Medford,
characterization.
Dr. J. Sherwood
Miss Lotte McLaughlin
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Je to Hyde Park, Mass., after spending
Armstrong was the earnest minded
rome C. Burrows.
a few days’ vacation with his family
Chorus—Edward Veazie. Chester government official and Barbara
Wylie, Harold Green. Lloyd Daniels. Oliver a gentle Red Cross nurse, so tests and a ladder contest. The com- ;
on Thomaston street.
pany bringing apparatus from the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Stanley. Mr.
Beauty Hints
Howard Crockett, John Robinson. liciting subscriptions.
longest distance will be awarded a
and Mrs. Howard Whitney and Norman Waldron arrived Monday Raymond K. Green; Nathalie Jones.
— By Jane Heath —
Adin Hopkins. Gilbert Laite, Ken cup.
c’aughter Judith. Miss Edith Stanley from Manlius, N. Y. After visiting Cathleen Chase , Dorothy Harvle,
dall Oreen and Dr. C. Harold Jame
Entries which include the name
and Louis Stanley of Kezar Falls, friends in Dexter, he will spend the Lillian Joyce. Ruth Hoch. Gladys
son sang a quartet selection off stage of the organization, the town, and
Mrs. Walter Murray and Robert summer with his parents, Mr. and Grant. Fern Brown. Frieda Searles.
with Miss June Cote supplying the name of the captain must be re
Murray of Beverly. Mass., were re Mrs. Sumner Waldron at Spruce Mary Johnson, Marjorie Glidden,
piano accompaniment.
ceived by the Camden fire depart9.00 TO 1.00 DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Head.
Esther Berman, Helen Wentworth,
Furniture and radio properties ent before 8 p. m„ D.S.T. Aug. 20.
J. Murray.
------Bernice Wolcott, Hazel Atwood, were furnished through the courtesy
Drawing for positions will be held [
FOREST SMITH and his ORCHESTRA
Manual Corillo returned today tc Marianne Bullard. Nettie Bird Frost of A. S. Prince and W. D. Heald.
immediately after the closing of
T Club members had picnic supper New York, after a ten-day visit at
Accompanist. Mrs. Faith Berry
• • • •
entries.
REFRESHMENTS
AMPLE PARKING
Friday night at the State picnic the home of Mr. and Mrs. diaries
Sponsorship of “The Hostesses’’ a
Hugh
Pendleton
grounds in Somerville.
82* lt
Coughlin and at Easter's Cove. Owl’s group of women of St. Bernard's
Hugh Pendleton, 32. died this morn- ,
Head. Mrs. Carillo remains for a Parish whose benefits have won i
Mrs. Ethel Keene of Quincy, Mass.,
MONDAY-TUESDAY
longer stay, and will attend the sum reputation for excellence, will as Ing following a surgical operation.
former teacher of economics in this
mer sessions at University of Maine sure a large attendance. Timed He was born Un this town, son of,
city, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S.
for 8 o’clock, there is a probability Ephraim and Georgia (Treat) Pen
Constantine, Mechanic street.
Mrs. William Johnson of Steuben that this musical function, faith dleton.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
T'S going to be a gay and giddy
Besides his parents, he leaves his
is the guest of Capt. and Mrs. A. B. fully rehearsed, will draw its pa
summer with everyone of us
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Merrill of
Norton for a few weeks.
tronage well in advance of that hour wife and two children; two sisters, j
wearing brilliant colors,' vivid
Newtonville, Mass., were recent
in order to insure seating accommo Mrs. Harold Nash and Miss Alta Pen
stripes and prints. If wo aren’t
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Sherman.
careful all this brilliance will over
Miss Marion Ludwick has entered dations.
dleton of this place; and six brothers, j
But when the merry Marx-men go ga
On their return home they were ac
shadow our features, so that we will
upon her season as a member of
Henry and Clarence of Camden.
ga over Horses...and it's all crammed
be known for our costume and not
companied by Miss Dorothy Sherman
Laughing Loon Camp in East WaLewis of New York city, Walter of
for
our
faces.
with
music, gals and gags...tahe our
who will visit Miss Joan Merrill at
terboro. The camp is full this sea
Don’t despair, there Is always a
Herman, James of North Haven and
tip...it
’s the year's grandest fun-fest
Buzzard's Bay on the Cape for the
way to overcome most things. In
son, and it was necessary to decline
Raymond of Carmel.
month of July.
this
particular
case
you'll
bave
to
several applications. Miss Ludwick
Funeral arrangements have not
—-------- By Janst Houlton.
highlight your features as you've
been completed.
never done before.
DDD Club will meet tonight with was accompanied to East Waterboro
• • • •
Your eyes will have to shine like
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Packard at Rock by her parents, Sheriff and Mrs. C.
stars, your eyelashes will have to
Earle Ludwick.
The season at
Rotary
Officers
Elected
ville.
be long and gloriously curled up
Laughing Loon is seven weeks.
wards. That Is where that handy
Reviewing the past year in Rotary
little eyelash curler comes In! It
Members of Opportunity Class
at
this
week's
gathering
revealed
ac

takes only 30 seconds and the effect
numbering 16, were entertained at The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
tive
sessions
with
much
work
accom

Is amazing! ,
the Baptist Church parlors Thurs Memorial diurch netted about $75
To make your eyelashes and your
plished, reported by Harold H Nash,
day night by Mrs. Beulah Wotton. from its annual fair and entertain
brows luxurious and silky, use Kursecretary; Allie Dougherty, treasurer;
ment
Wednesday.
In
charge
of
the
lene and put If on every single
Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw and Mrs.
Dr. Archie Green, chairman voca
night before you go to bed. Use it
Catherine Collins. Circle prayer was attractive booths were: Aprons, Mrs.
tional committee; Rexford Daniels,
on those days when you go mascara
preceded by scripture reading, con Mae Gray and Mrs. Eva Chaples;
less—It gives your eyelids that
chairman service committee; A.
fancy
work.
Mrs.
Edna
Griffin
and
ducted by Mrs, Ada Prescott. For the
youthful shiny look.
Burton Stevenson, Jr., classification
As for eyeshadow, you’ll find
month of June, 54 calls were re Mrs. Mattie Barter; candy, Mrs.
and membership committee; Zelma
yourself using it ln the daytime as
ported. At the close of the meeting, Therese Chase and Miss Kathleen
Dwinal, international relations com
you never did before. The colors
an unique program was presented, Chase; ice cream, Mrs. Charles
will be fascinating blues, from
mittee; T. Jenness French attend
each member giving a reading or re Grotton and Mrs. Maude Mather;
aqua to royal. Greens will be of
SOW PLAYING
ance committee; Winfield Witham
great importance too, particularly
lating some true personal experi cold drinks. Mrs Carol Gray and
program
committee.
“
SING
AND
NE
utensil
which
should
be
kept
spring-green. You’ll want to use
ence. The hostesses served refresh gratis, (Mrs. Lillian lord. Supper
BE HAPPY"
scrupulously clean is the perco
silver
or
gold
for
evening
glamour.
Election
resulted
in
the
choice
of
ments. The August meeting will be was served under the direction of
ALLAN
wttk
MAUREEN
lator. When the morning cup tastei Winfield Witham, president; P. R.
Be sure to paint It on with an eyewith
held at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Mrs. Sherman Lord. A comedy en
flat, frequently it’s due to a stale
beauty brush so you achieve a
JONES
•
O
’
SULLIVAN
ANTHONY
MARTIN
Keller, vice president; Floyd M. May
percolator and not the coffee. Here’a
titled. “The Minister's New Car " was
smooth, lovely line. Don’t smear on
Williamson, 473 Old County road,
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION
gs“-5s"
and
a new model of crystal-fire-proof nard, secretary; Alexander U. Dough
Sliadette with your finger, r
presented in the evening. Those
a
picture
glass which protects the purity and
Don’t forget to keep your eye
DIXIE DUNBAR
erty, treasurer.
Piano for sale. Tel. Thomaston taking parts were: Mrs. Lillian Lord.
flavor of the coffee, never discolors,
brows
trim
and
neat,
the
easiest
i4»1
Visiting
Rotarians
were
present
from
an*”
never grows old and is easily
82*lt Mrs. Vivian Lord, Mrs. Berla Wixson.
156-12.adv.
way to do It Is to use twlssors.
cleaned. It is as modern as your Augusta, Waterville, Rockland, Salem.
'♦Lashtint mascara that Is flakeMrs. Maude Mather Mrs. Charles
TODAY
modem gas range and may be Mass., Cadillac, Mich., Gardiner, and
proof and water-proof, you'll find a
Grotton,
Mrs.
Mattie
Barter,
Mrs.
TOM
KEENE
KNITTING WOOLS
placed directly over the flame.
delight for warm weather use and
Boston. Sterling Hastings had as
ill
A New England
Therese Chase. Miss Ruth Hammond
There’s no guesswork to brewing,
for swimming. It will keep your eyes
guest,
Bert
Wade.
“
REBELLION"
Product
fcr the color, strength and quantity
and Miss Kathleen Chase.
glamorous at all times.
At attractive prices.
• • • •
of coffee may be seen. Remove the
Samples sent free
coffee section, lock on the glass
Fire Department Outing
with knitting hints. India prints, for beds, wall-hang
top and you have a most attractive
/ SHOWS—MATINEE 2.0t>. EVG. 6.45, 8.15.
pitcher of piping hot coffee to serve.
Visit our yam shop. ings, tables, etc. All sizes, all colors
A field day set for Aug. 21 will
CONT. SATURDAY 2.15 TO 10.45
As the glass does not absorb odors provide happy doings for the Fire
Open daily.
—new assortment just received at
and flavors, the pot may be used
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc.
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. I, A. L.
The What-Not Gift Shop 491 Main
Department,
members
of
which
will
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS
also for boiling liquids or brewing
Concord, N. H.
79-S-1OI street—adv,
indulge In wet and dry hose con-

$2.29

A CONCERT BRIDGE

THE ENTIRE HIGH GRADE JEWELRY STOCK OF G. W. PALMER & SON, CONSISTING
OF FINE WATCHES, DIAMONDS, SILVER AND HOLLOW WARE, FANCY JEWELRY,
AND GIR SPECIALTIES, WILL BE OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC AT-

25% to 50% REDUCTION
THE GREAT SALE OPENING AT 9 A. M.

TODAY, SATURDAY, JULY 10

SPECIAL—To the First 100 Patrons Saturday Morning, a Beautiful Gift Absolutely Free!

Literally Hundreds of Splendid Bargains In This Great Sale At a Fraction of the Cost!
COME EARLY!
SALE OPENS SATURDAY AT 9.00 A. M.

KARL M. LEIGHTON

Dancing Every Tuesday and Saturday

LAKEHURST-DAMARISCOTTA

I

THEY’RE OFF (Their HutoU

KITCHEN AIDS

A ©AV AT
TMI RACES

O

READ THE ADS

Evfry-Otfer-Daf
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I You Gable fans may see Clark in the
1 role of Rhett Butler as M-G-M will
loan him if Selznick will release the
Grand Circuit Races Will
vehicle through their studio and he
has the privilege of doing as he de
Be Held There Week of
♦ ♦ ♦♦
sires.
July 18
Selznick has found the boy for his
By Chuck Cochard
When, on Sunday, July 18, the
"Tom Sawyer.” The lad to play Tom
long, special horse train rolls into
Hails from the Bronx. New York, and
Hollywood—The film producers are i was
Old Orchard Beach, to unload 400
.
, .
, — born Tommy Kelly, 12 years
The American Philosophical So- constantly in a hither and dither; gg0
if GlaJyi Si. Clair HtiilaJ
horses 2000 men and tons of equip
ciety has made a grant of $2,000 for 83 t0 what wi» Please the cinema-i A]lce paye gets the ro]e previously
ment. representing the 1937 Grand
the cataloguing and study of the Boing public. For instance, at the set f()r Jean Harlow incidentally the
Circuit, that great chain ot lightThe world's third largest carillon naes; Im Kahne. Der Gynger En original Moravian musical manu-, present time, they are witnessing a prize onp Qf her career ln „In old
harness raving will be on familiar
housed in 192-foot tower recently Eat Pa Bolget. Ein Schwan, and scripts in Bethlehem, Pa., which j period of stories with silly plots and, o,icag0 opposite Tyrone Power
territory.
Ever since the Grand Circuit was completed on University of Michigan Ly? Nat. by Grieg; Lullaby by Cyril number more than 40. the oldest dat- nothing stable to them.
What our lightkeepers
I with Don Ameche. Alice Brady. Tom
As examples we might mention I Brown and Andy Devine.
organized in 1873. New England has campus, will provide facilities for a Scott; and When I have Sung My • ing from 1748. Many of them were
and coast guarsdmen
The , works by early organists of the Cen- "Sing. Biby. Sing," "Wake Up and; Warner Oland's next will be
played an Important part in its af carillon course to be offered by the Songs, by Ernest Charles.
are doing to protect
fairs. When the major loop was in School of Music, this summer, under songs are on five records and they tral Moravian Church. Bethlehem, Live," "Waikiki Wedding." "On the, "Charlie Chan On Broadway.”
coastwise shipping by
' cnd include anthems, so-called water Avenue. ’ and more recently the Marx
augurated 64 years ago to carry on, the supervision of Wilmot Pratt, a are priced at $7.50.
"W. C. Fields will make his return
day and by night. The
Brothers latest opus "A Day At to the screen in "The Big Broadcast of
Note that Campton Pakenham in music. and vocal solos.
continuously regardless of depres ptofessor in the school, who studied
day's news irom many
the Races," which has broken all 1936.”
«...
sions or the rise and fall of other under the noted carilloneur. Jef tht New York Times says that "As
lonely outposts along
AFTER YOUR playing
attendance in theatres it has played
types of horse racing, it included but Denyn. in the 400-year old carillon a set it falls far short of expecta-\
Bing Crosby's latest "Double or
Maine's waterfront.
four cities. They were Cleveland. school at Malines. The carillon, tions. There has been extraordinary A strangeness gathers when your hands thus far. The public wants this sort Nothing" is one of the better Crosby
are still.
moved ’ like
like wands above the of slap-stick comedy in preference I vehicles. You'll like Bing in this role,
Ohio. Buffalo and Utica in New York named in honor of its donor. Charles demand for Flagstad records. The That
That “moved
to anything else. These pictures are And as usual another o( those Inod.
wakening keys.
State, and Springfield. Mass Later, E Baird of Kansas, a graduate with songs comprising the collection were To rear
a glory with their dreamy will
it spread to Charter-Oak Park Hart the law class of 1895. is housed in available and a set was made of them, out of the gone and golden pageantries; moneymakers. While a good show ern sjj;y pjots. Best Scene: Martha
haunting shapes of queens and like Captains Courageous, which Raye's burlesque girls undressing
ford. Conn., and Readville. near Bos the Burton Tower, and erected with Recorded in Europe, they were in- D<,ar- lovers
come,
Ic Is good to be alive when the strong and is now enjoying an outboard ton. where many important meetings $150,000 collected by the
University tended there for release as singles, pallid and frail, from out the gates of should be placed at the top of the e\fry time they hear the song “It’s
winds blow
Arbor, as Issued as a unit, the effect is sketchy Throng|^°mwlth Up8 grown plUfui and Lest ten of the year isn't even getting on> IVs oR... And she practically
The strong, sweet winds blowing straight motor with which he takes many a were held, including the $50,000 trot of Michigan Club of Ann
oil the sea:
delightful trip up and down the ting derby, which drew one of the a memorial to Marion L. Burton. The Beethoven songs make the outits share of the theatre patronage, steals the picture. William Frawley
dumb.
Great sea. green sea. with swinging
____ ___ _ ___ . .
.
I This hush that follows music In a room.
Kennebec.
ebb and flow—
largest crowds ever to assemble at a president of the University. The standing record of the lot.
Now the trend is to And these and Andy Devine are tops. The two
It ls good to be alive and see the waves
"While nothing in the album at- We should be still
For these, so silly slap-stick stories and rush them hit songs are : "The Moon Got Into
Hello and howdy to our buddies of sporting event in the vicinity of Bos 64.C00 carillon has 53 bells, with a
run by.
.
...
, .
, I
thinly straying,
- Charlotte Perkins Stetson
the coastline! Did you enjoy a happy ton.
range of four and one-half octaves tains the standards of her Elsa s Drowsy with time and heavy still with through production to meet the j My Eyes" and “It’s the Natural
• • • •
Dream and Elizabeth's Greeting.
dr*»<n».
•
The Grand Circuit first invaded
Fourth?
Walk In the troubled slumber of your demands of audiences, because no, Thing To Do." A real treat for
Portland Head
William Balcom of Oakdale. Mass Maine a year ago when the stables
one knows this trend may end to- ' Crosby fans.
Here is an item which will interest there is an obvious improvement j
playing, ...
’'’'seems
n°
V
morrow or n€Xt weekSimone Simon's sudden departure
Mrs. R. T. (Sterling and Mrs. F. O was our guest last weekend, also Mr. raced for a week at the Old Orchard instrumental teachers, particularly °'er her flrst re!eases here
track. The odd. kite-shaped course of piano "There were harmonica1 S0,
cannot be said that these rec- Tender enough, in our quick, living
From inside circles, yours truly for France doesn't mean a thing,
Hilt recently attended a church sup and Mrs. Oerrish of Bath.
Sevmcre Hayden and Mr. and Mrs. produced unusual speed; the attend players, violinists, fife players and Olds catch the essential Flagstad For these so timid and ao new from hears that Marion Davies is planning she'll be back in October,
per at Peak's Island.
death.
to retire from the screen after two i Shirley Temple's next after "Wee
A. W Hathorne of St. George was Powers attended a shower recently in ance was good and the success of the drummers, but lt remained for the Quality. With their aid alone it
—David Morton.
meeting
was
directly
responsible
for
Oakdale
given
in
honor
of
Mrs
pianists
to
carry
off
the
major
share
would
»*
impossible
to
explain
to
one
more pictures.
: Willie Winkie" will be "Rebecca of
holiday guest of F O Hilt and family
the Pine Tree State legislature, of flrst prizes, in the second annua! who had not heard the singer in As part of the program for NaMrs R T Sterling and son Robert Powers' niece.
The most expensive kiss in history Sunnybrook Farm,
Beverly Hill and Lorraine Hill, amending the racing law so as to Opportunity Contest for Amateur
spent the holiday at Peak's Island
tional Music Week in Indianapolis. i)as
filmed. It cost Samuel Gloria Swanson is back in town
nieces
of Mrs. Powers, are spending permit two weeks in succession at , Musicians, conducted on the Mall in
going there last Saturday and re
175 grand pianos played by musi- Ooldwyn $8000 for Jon Hall to kiss from New York and Europe to apKING OF SWING
Central Park ‘New York City) by the
turning home Tuesday. They were part of the school vacation at the Old Orchard this year.
cians ranging in age from six to 16. Dorothy Lamour in "Hurricane," 1>t6r in
Second Mrs. Draper."
Accordingly.
Paul
station.
end conducted by Frank Wilking,1 because it takes place under water' John Barrymore will play the role
Bowser.
Boston
J
p
a
rk
Department.
The
murky
joined Sunday by Mr. Sterling and
We did full justice to a fine lobster j wrestling promoter who is a stal- j weather, coupled with an intermit- i
A. T. Harlow.
provided the orchestra for a festi- i and jn order to film it. a glass tank ot a mMionaire in Hal Roach's “Road
dinner
last Saturday at Popham i wart of trotting and pacing and tent drizzle played havoc with the
vai in the field house of Butler Uni— 20 feet square and ten feet deep had j Ehow.
Yes, Elaine is using the
The 240th Coast Artillery. Maine
j sponsor of the meeting, and John H stringed Instruments, but that proved
versity.
National Guard arrived at Fort Wil Beach.
to be built......... The latest word about name "Elaine Barrymore" in a short
• • • •
While in Bath cn a shopping trip | Oilbody. general manager, have ar- no impediment to the enthusiasm of
liams last Saturday, pitched their
"Gone With the Wind" is that it will entitled "How to Undress Before
The New England Music Camp not go before the cameras for seven Your Husband," which the Barry
tents in short order and are hard at last Saturday we were pleased to see ranged a program so attractive that the y0Ung contestants. Eight-year
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Smith of North all of the important stables of the ’ 0]d Nina Lugavy. pianist, of Bronx
(formerly Eastern Music Camp) on months, however Walter Connolly mores are trying to suppress.
it.
big
loop
will
be
at
the
Maine
seaside
Park
West,
was
the
only
one
to
■
Haven.
the shore of Lake Messalonskee offi has been selected for a featured part.
July 4 once again lies in the back
A STAGGERED SEASON
Mrs Keene is on vacation at Man- course when the meeting opens on achieve the perfect mark. She earned
cially opened on July 3. with 80
ground. We spent a quiet day with
July
19.
More
than
$50,000
in
purses
yeuthful
artists
starting
a
two
1
„
a
100
percent
rating
for
exhibiting
,
set.
•
six in our party. Checker games
teacher of band instruments and j Is Now Under Consideration For the
We keep our radio tuned in for will be distributed in a card of such qualities as perfect tone and
months' training course under the a composer of many marches. A'
were the order of the day until
Shooting of Wild Fowl
tutelage of 20 trained teachers 15, quarter century ago he organized!
darkness closed in around the play news of the famous flier. Amelia events that includes competition for ihythm in playing MacDowell's
horses
of
all
speed
classifications
and
"Dance of the Gnomes." The’ young
of whom have won national recogni-1 the New York Military Band, foreEarhart, and sincerely hope she may
Many sportsmen are ln accord with
ers.
the advance demand for seating res pianist won a gold medal in the 6tion. Headed by Dr. William A. runner of todays Goldman Band. the recommendation made in Wash
Guests and visitors the past week be rescued soon.
Our garden is coming along fine. ervations. particularly boxes, indi to-9 year division. Second place, a
Gore of Hempstead. Long Island, the and continually he has sought to ington Wednesday, by the New Eng
at our home were Rev. C. D. Hazelcamp will be managed under an en- extend his band's repertoire into the land Fish and Game Commission
ton. Mrs Hazelton and son Philip of We exPc«
«dd «re€n Peas “> our cates that the harness-horse virus is silver medal, was awarded to Gloria
at work and that the remarkable Baliozian. pianist. 6. of Riverside
tirely new schedule, on a basis of symphonic field.
Association, for the extension of the
Steep Falls; A W. Hathorne of St. dinner menus very shortly
sound finance with stress placed on
• . • •
This takes news in this vicinity up growth of interest in the sport is Drive, who played Bach's Solfigietto.
migratory wildfowl shooting season
Oeorge, Mr and Mrs. James Hall of
spreading.
“In the intermediate division 10
worthwhile activity.
j RKOs precautions concerning Lily over a period of 10 weeks, with shoot
Somerville, Mass.. Ass t Keeper M. J. to date. Cheerio till next week.
The Old Orchard track is one of to 13 years, the winners also were
Included in the faculty group are: Pens’ health and appearance pro- ing three days a week.
Foss of Petit Manan Light. Mrs.
the veterans among Eastern courses pianists. The gold medal was won
Kasimier Albinsky. teacher of horn; 1 vide a fitting topic. Last season.
It the special wildlife committee in
THROUGH CALM AND STORM
Cunningham. Mrs. Stevens of Port
and some famous horses and drivers by Gloria Greenberg. 11. for her playLilia
Atherton,
assistant
teacher
of
when
she
made
"A
Girl
From
Paris,"
tne
House approves this recommenland, Arthur Harlow of South Port
(For The Courier-Gazette!
| ing of Heller's Tarantella. The sil
campaigned there in its heyday.
voice; Vladmir Graffam, violin;-she held up production for weeks da tion for a staggered season, it’s
land, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and The calm and beauty of the sky
Where leisurely white clouds roll by
This season additional stables have ver medal went to Louis Teischer
Crville Gray, teacher of Bassoon and while she regained a lost five pounds, highly probable the same will be
son Richard. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Insures freedom ln one's life
been built and the keenest of sport He played Chopin's Waltz in E Minor.
oboe; Hans J. Lemcke. trumpet and an inconsequential figure to some but drafted by the Bureau of Biological
To
know
that
peace
wins
over
strife,
Moreshead and Mr. and Mrs. Brown To know that God ls looking on
and competition may be looked for
“A harmonica player carried off the
baritone: Edith Watkins Guadenzi. a noticeable loss to a 106-pound survey for the 1937 regulations covof Portland. Many visitors were ad To guard us all from rile and storm.
during the fortnight's visit of the gold medal in the senior division.
head of voice training. Rebecca singer. Working in the heat was too a.ing duck hunting. The 1937 regu
mitted to the reservation and shown But lo' The sun no more appears.
"raging grand."
14 to 16 years
He was Leonard
Lewis, harp.
much for her. and this year, with "A lations are to be drafted, and pro
The
sky
grows
dark!
A
storm
draws
near
around.
end
• • • •
Rosenhauer. who plyed Liszt's Sec- (
A flash of lightning rips the sky,
Girl In a Cage." in the offing, no mulgated by the President within the
Swing"—a painless education in
It Is reported that Capt. Herman A crash!—a mourning gull swoops by.
end Hungarian Rhapsody.
The Goldman Band has begun its chance will be taken. Some of the next two months.
syncopated
knowledge
—
is
now
be

A
silence,
then
the
fight
begins
M. Ingalls of Peak's Island has been Though calm ls waiting, storm just
"There were 32 contestants, rep ing heard every Tuesday evening 20th season of outdoor concerts on filming must be done on the RKOThe idea of a 10 week season, with
recommended as successor to Charles
grins.
over Columbia Broadcasting Sys Central Park's Mall in New York Rcdlo ranch in the extremely hot shooting allowed Thursday, Friday
resenting every' borough."
Elmer Allen Digs Up a Won
tem's coast to coast network Be
C. Brush. Supt. of the First Light A grief and fear comes over one
sides Benny Goodman. King of City. To millions. Edwin Franko San Fernando Valley. A new port and Saturday of each week, opening
house District. We regret the de While watching T-mpest have hls fun;
derful Story, Wonderful, We note a new Victor Album— Swing,
this program brings you Goldmen, conductor of the band. able dressing room has been built Sept. 30 and closing in the second
He darkens clouds. 1 e gleams with rage. !
parture of Mr. Brush but should the A roaring ocean Ls hls sage;
If True
"Flagstad in Song." There are nine f the famous Goodman instrumental I r a familiar summer figure. The with a refrigerating unit in it. Miss week of December, is not new. Three
He
clashes
thunder
sends
the
rain.
—
quartet, the world's only Swing
appointment be given Capt. Ingalls The mighty ocean leaps In vain.
songs—Die Ehre Gottes aus Natur, Chorus directed by Myer Alexander white-haired leader—he Is 58—was Pons will confine herself to this years ago the idea was given a trial
we forward to him our congratula
Editor of The Courier-Ocaette:—
Ich Liebe Dich. by Beethoven; Lyk- and famous stage and screen stars. cornetist in the Metropolitan Opera trailer, except for dashes into the in place of the straight 3O-day sea
Oh cruel, vile storm, you do such harm.
tions.
.
While strolling down Barter's Point
Why do you wreak with such alarm
I orchestra when only 18. He has been heat when the camera is l-ady.
son.
ken Mellem to Mennesker. by Al-; Broadcasts are from Hollywood.
You do not gain by rage and might
road recently, I saw Roy at his usual
Through bitter force to win the fight
Perkins Island
. You leave, and then there's calm re vocation of painting signs. From
born
past experience I knew that it would
Keeper Powers has sold his motor I oh peaceful sky. so hurt, so torn.
not do to scare him as he always goes
boat to Mrs Mank of Parkers' Head 1 Wollaston. Mass. Jean M Crockett.
well armed. A few pebbles thrown in
his direction soon awakened him
EUROPE'S TRAGIC STATE
the grip of a great national crisis from a heavy sleep.
-----The finances of the Country are in a
He said. “I bave R story for you
(By Gerald Winrod)
log jam Economic dangers lurk on
that will startle the world. It's goinq
I have recently toured the nations every side. The only way out of our to revolutionize the automobile busi
of Europe. I have studied life as it present plight is to give up our rep- ness as sure as you are a foot high."
exists under dictatorships. I have resentative form of government and
At that remark. I replied. Don (
seen how people are forced to live put everything into the melting-pot get personal because I am short
after their personal liberties are of unbridled experimentation.
When you come down Main street
One would think, from what some
surrendered. I have talked with peo
people say, 'There comes four ax
say.
that
our
form
of
government
ple, who. in their tragic state, are |
handles'."
I is something meant only for nice
governed by men, instead of being
"What I said about being a foot
weather; it is useful only when the
governed by laws.
high was only an illustration of what
sun is shining, but is of no value in
Terror always goes with dictator
this story means to the automobile i
time of storm. Personal liberty is to
ship. No "one man government" can
industry. I was down here one day
be exercised, they say. only when
remain in power without a terroristic
your health is good, when your bank cleaning (razor fish when a car came
system of secret police. It has been
account is large, when everything is up the harbor at least 60 miles an
said of Russia, for instance, that
rosy. But when a little skirmish oc hour. When opposite this wharf it j
"every person is a spy spying on a
curs. when a financial slump takes stopped dead still. The occupant
spy." Take away the GP.U. and
place, we are supposed to become wanted to know if the marine rail
Stalin's little group of beaureaucrat3
cowards, get panicky, drop our guns, way was in running order.
would fall tomorrow!
"I answered in the negative, upon
run for our lives, and revive the out
As Americans, we may not fully
which they asked me if they could
worn governments of the past.
appreciate our liberties now. but we
Such conclusions result from the hire a diver las there was something
will miss them if they are ever taken
fact that some people do not know wrong with the under part of their
away. It is much easier to lose per
American history; they do not know 'watermobile.' I told them I was just
sonal liberty than it is to regain it.
about the circumstances under which the man they wanted whereupon
Lost liberties are never regained
our constitution was written. They they inquired if I was the person
without a blood-bath!
are not aware that the constitution who walked under water and cap
One thing stands between us and
was framed in the darkest hour, in tured wild geese and recovered false
the loss of our liberties—the consti
the most chaotic period, of American teeth in 60 Ifeet of water. I assured
tution of the United States. Every
them, that I was that same fellow.”
history.
school boy knqws that the function
"The 'watermobile' was chain
It was the constitution
that
of the Supreme Court is to preserve
brought orderly government out of driven and they thought there was a
and interpret the constitution. The
chaos in the beginning of this Coun missing link in the chain. I went
high court is to our government what
try. It was the Constitution that overboard and was soon under the
the mainspring is to your watch.
put an end to anarchy and produced car. Sure enough a link was missing.
Dictatorship means that minds are peace and harmony ln an unsettled
I happened to have one of the right
made to order. It means, the de period, which surpassed anything we
size in my pocket and it took me just
struction of freedom of the press. It have passed through during the last
ten minutes to complete the job.
means, the crucifixion of free speech.
few years.
Walking back to the wharf, under
I; means, that citizens are no longer
If the constitution worked a magic the water, I said the work was com
allowed to vote. It means, that peo change back there; if it performed
pleted. The captain replied, ‘Send
ple are not allowed to determine who economic and political miracles on
your bill to the inventor of this ma
shall rule over them. It means, the one occasion; it can do the same
chine, Jasper Rawley.’
destruction of property rights. It
thing again.
“That is a wonderful machine, El
means the sacrifice of everything
mer. Under the body is an inflated
that has to do with human freedom.
A simple Highland shepherd lad, lubber mattress and on this I count
Dictatorship is a reversion of those
types of government which have named Donald, was an obedient son ed 100 six-inch paddles, each con
long since been discarded. It is the and a shy lover. “Mither,” he said trolled by a separate lever which also
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION, Gmrral Mulurt Sultt Ctirpurulion, DETROIT, MICH.
system against which teeming mill one evening, "can I get oot tae see control the steering. When leaving
the water a lever lifts this rubber up ..fete.)
ions have struggled for hundreds of ma lass?”
"Of course, Donald." replied his under the body of the auto and vice
years.
Why should this Country be asked mother, readily. Later, on his return, versa. On the land 4t is a regular
tc revive these discarded systems of she asked: “Well. Donald, did ye see auto and is run by a chauffeur but
the past? Why should we be expected Jean?" "Aye, mither." he replied, when used on the water a navigator
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
to import theories of distatorship “and if I hadna' bobbed doon behind takes the wheel."
"A
wonderful
6tory.
Roy,
if
true.
”
the shed she'd hae seen me!"—Mont
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Roes, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
from abroad?
Elmer E. Allen
Well, says the timid soul, we are In real Star.

AT OLD ORCHARD
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flesh why this voice has caused all
the excitement of the past three sea
sons. The beauty of its lower tones
cannot be questioned and the ma
ture authority behind it is obvious,
but in reproduction a great deal of
•he spacious clarity and what may
be described as its sheen has been
lost."

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
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